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We will change the way you drive!
The ONLY one of its kind in the world
Special Promotion!
$230

• Increase engine power
• Increase engine torque
• Improve throttle response
• Remove low-end lethargy
• Remove high-end breathlessness
• Remove engine flat-spot
• Reduce engine noise
• Reduce engine vibration
• Reduce turbo lag
• Enhanced overtaking power

Free Installation,
Free Trial and Full Money
Backed-Guarantee.

Testimonials

Suitable for all petrol, diesel and CNG engines.

I am a newly converted adopter of the E-PowerSystem as advertised in REV magazine. There are so many raving testimonials and there is a free trial
ongoing now so why not give it a go. This is one of the best decision I haveever made.
Met Mr Lim and he installed the Intermediate System to get me initiated. The instant change is incredible as the car became smoother just with 2
devices installed. I went to the main road and he encouraged me to floor my throttle. The car is much quicker to accelerate and I am grinning ear
to ear. But this is just the beginning...
Next, he let me try the stage 1 with around 10 items installed. He warned me to be light on the throttle and get used to the power. This might sound
exaggerated but his advise is very sound. My car seems to have a new life breathed into it. You will feel the same excitement as though you just
received a brand new car. At the same stretch of road where I floored my throttle, my car surged on with gusto like a raging bull. Normally, the RPM
will hit 3000 and changed gear slowly as it is programmed to be a comfortable ride. Now it pulled to 4500 and changed gears and swiftly moved to
4500 again. In the end of the test, my adrenaline is rushing and hands trembling. Sounds like I just went through the Battlestar Galactica but even
better.
Stage 1 price is pretty steep for me and I was hesitating to commit my hard earned dough. Mr Lim is very patient and he gave me 2 more tests with
and without 5 items of Stage 1. The sheer increase in excitement and passion in driving my car has mercilessly kicked my logic away and I am a
proud owner of E-PowerSystem Stage 1.
Many people will be skeptical about this unconventional technology and I was too. But once you try it out, you will never turn back. And the
amazing part is that Mr Lim invented this system and the current 3G generation is one of his finest. What won me over is that it doesn’t require
major changes to your engines and the enhancements are barely noticeable. Best of all, you can transfer them to your next ride easily so your money
is well utilized. Icing on the cake will be when you stop at the next traffic light and accelerate past all the “fierce cars” with your seemingly innocent
family car. (FYI my ride is a 2008 1.6L Toyota Corolla Altis)

Wesley Sum / Assistant V.P Barclay Bank
My wife was complaining about her car due to lack or power and response. She always gets ”horned” at by other motorists because her car lacks
the response and acceleration to get her out of those embarrassing situations. On seeing the E-Power advertisement, I decided to give it a try on
my wife’s car and hopefully get the “nagging’ out of the way. When the E-Power System was installed on my wife’s car, I could see the smile and joy
on her face and I was thinking to myself, if it can do so much for my wife, will it be able to improve my already powerful and economical car. I was
really surprised at the improvement to the acceleration and response to my car after installing the E-Power System. I have since enjoy driving my
car even more and take every opportunity to “wack” my car. What came to my surprise is that despite the constant “wacking” I do not experience
any increase in fuel consumption. You do not know what you are missing till you give it a try.
Mr. Hasnul Hezry
Initially, I had difficulty picking up speed, and experienced jerky gear changes. But after installing the E-Power System devices, my car’s journey has
become smoother, more comfortable and definitely more enjoyable. And surprise surprise, my fuel consumption improved significantly!! My car
used to travel about 150km at the half-tank mark before I refill the tank. I am now constantly traveling about 200 odd km at the half-tank mark. I didn’t
expect the latter to happen by so much, so soon!! From actually dreading to have passengers in my car, I now love zipping around with my loved ones and
friends in my newly improved peugeot-1007 :) Thanks so very much Mr Lim and E-Power System for making this happen! It has changed the way I drive.
Mrs. Hasnul Hezry
In early 2008, before I knew about E-Power System, for many months I’ve been looking for petrol saving devices for my old Kia Rio 1.4L MT. It is
well known that this Kia model is reputed to have high consumption of petrol. I’m glad that I came across E-Power System advertisement. I called
Mr. Lim for an appointment and from that day on when Mr. Lim fixed the devices I’ve never looked back! I like the response and power of my car.
My most excited experience is that I’m able to beat all the Hyundai Sonata taxi in friendly drag at the traffic lights and that the taxis are always way
behind me.
Driving my Kia Rio 1.4L MT at stage II is just like driving a 2L car. Smooth, responsive, powerful, reduction in engine noise and of course lots of
improvement in my fuel consumption and drastic savings in petrol.Being a E-Power System user for 3 years, I’m still calling Mr. Lim to fix devices
on my new car Honda Fit 1.3L AT and with his new 3G devices I must say ‘WOW!’ Together with the 2G devices these new ones are even more
powerful hence petrol consumption on my Fit is so much improved on my already economical Fit. The other thing I like about the E-Power System
is that it allows me to upgrade the System when my budget permits. So what are you waiting for? The trial is free! Give Mr. Lim a call and like me,
I’m still smiling, you won’t regret it for sure! Thank You Mr.Lim for showing me the E-Power System!
Mr. Burhan Bin Saleh - Auxiliary Police Officer / Email: ubi_dude@yahoo.com.sg

Close-up of Ultrasonic Aircharger
in a Lamborghini Gallardo

E-Power System as installed
in a Lamborghini Gallardo
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Scalar Wrap
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For enquiry, appointments and on-site installation at your convenience:

E-mail: enquiry@epowersystem.com • Website : http://epowersystem.com
Telephone: 65-63001911 • Mobile Phone Number: 65-90011086
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A Tumultuous Start to 2011

Although barely into April, 2011 is
turning out to be an extremely eventful
one. Political unrest in many countries
amid the natural disasters in the form
of tsunamis and earthquakes has
created much talk and worry around
the world.
The automotive industry has certainly
felt the impact of such events as well.
On 11th March 2011, Japan was
struck by a magnitude 9.0 earthquake,
the worst ever in history. Dead toll has
since breached the 10,000 mark, with
close to 20,000 still missing.
Toyota and Honda subsequently shut
down their plants in Japan, and with

power plants crippled as well, many
other manufacturing plants were
forced to either shut down, or rotate
productions to save energy.

Located in the north of Japan
and originally planned to make an
appearance at Import Reactor in
Houston together with his V12 Supra,
Top Secret’s Kazuhiko “Smoky”
Nagata had to postpone his trip due
to the earthquake. I’ve since read that
Top Secret’s shop and everyone over
there is fine.
Prior to that devastating earthquake in
Japan, word was out that Mitsubishi
Motors has decided that the current
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Evolution X, the 10th generation of the
rally inspired car, would its last. Citing
the company’s initiative to go green as
the reason for the decision, the senior
Mitsubishi executive however did
acknowledge the fact that there is still
a demand for the car.
Well, maybe a few years down the
road, we’ll see Mitsubishi engineers
reinvent the iconic high performance
Evolution formula with a greener, and
environment friendlier tint.
With all that that’s happening out
there, it is really a good time for us to
sit down and think about everything
that’s happening around us.
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What have you always wanted to, yet
not been able to do? Maybe this is
the time to take the plunge and follow
your dreams and your heart.
Last but not least, our heartfelt
condolences go out to those who
lost their loved ones in the recent
disasters. Stay strong, and you’ll be in
our prayers.

Cheers,
Samuel Kang
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AKRAPOVIC’S RACE PROVEN BRINGING
CONVENIENCE

EXHAUST SYSTEMS
FOR YOUR CAR

With over 20 years of experience in
the production of top quality exhaust
systems for motorcycles, Akrapovic
has since forayed into the automobile
industry and have since been widely
recognized as one of the top names out
there. By accepting no compromises,
each exhaust system has gone through
months of research, development and
testing in order to create an end product

which is made from only the best
materials. The unique sound of each
Akrapovic exhaust and its race proven
technology makes it stand out amongst
its competitors. Works Performances
Pte Ltd is the sole distributor for
Akrapovic exhausts in Singapore and
it is available for a wide range of cars
including Porsche, Audi, BMW, Mini
Cooper and Nissan.

& SATISFACTION
TO YOU

Horizon Auto Enterprises Pte Ltd
believes in focusing on customer
satisfaction, quality service and
employees’ growth. Besides servicing
mainly Japanese and Korean cars, they
also work closely with car clubs such
as Axio.sg and CeratoForte.com.sg
and organize occasional meet-ups on
Sundays for DIY sessions.
Located just a short tw o minutes walk
from Tai Seng MRT, dropping off your
car at Horizon Auto has never been
more convenient.
Horizon Auto Enterprises Pte Ltd:
65 Upper Paya Lebar Road #01-01
Guang Ming Industrial Building,
Singapore 534817 Tel: 6285 2883

THE 2011
FORMULA 1

SEASON FINALLY
KICKS OFF
Originally scheduled to start with the
opening race at Bahrain on 11 March
2011, the Bahrain Grand Prix was later
cancelled with plans of rescheduling to
a later date due to the country’s current
political situation. Fans however finally got
to experience F1 at its best at the Qantas
Australian Grand Prix.

Photos Getty Images

Held from 25 – 27 March at Melbourne’s
Albert Park circuit, Red Bull’s Sebastian
Vettel led from pole position to the end,
cruising past the chequered flag 22.2
seconds ahead of second place Lewis
Hamilton in the McLaren. Vitaly Petrov
in the Renault became the first ever
Russian to stand on the podium after
a well fought third place finish. Vettel
certainly got the best possible start to his
world championship defence, securing
maximum points from the season’s
opening race.
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AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCTIONS

HIT BY JAPAN QUAKE

After being hit by its worst ever
quake in history, numerous Japanese
automakers have had to shut down or
slow down their production line. The
9.0 magnitude quake caused a power
outage in many areas and only few
have had their power restored.
The automotive slowdown is expected
to continue with little signs of returning
to full production any time soon.
Affected car markers include Toyota,
Mazda, Nissan and Honda and many
are unable to confirm a timeline for
restarting operations.

Honda’s production in Canada and
North America has also been slowed
due to the shortage of parts from
Japan. Even though most of the parts
originate from North America, a single
missing part may halt an assembly line.
This has resulted in Honda suspended
the sales of its Japanese-produced
models in the US.
Mazda’s range of vehicles sold in the US
are mostly imported from Japan as well.
Since product line and shipment have
been affected, Mazda has decided to
stop taking order from US customers.

NFS: SHIFT 2 UNLEASHED NEW PANAMERA TURBO S

From the critically acclaimed Need For
Speed Series, EA is pleased to announce
the release of Shift 2 Unleashed. Shift
2 Unleashed takes things to another
level with an all-new rendering engine
and graphics overhaul. Intensely real
physics and true-to-life degradation of
both cars and track makes this a whole
new experience for the gamer.

A brand new helmet camera view allows
you to literally get into the driver seat and
feel the adrenaline rush of bringing your
car past the finish line. “Our goal with
Shift 2 Unleashed is to put the series at
the head of the racing simulation genre
by injecting some much needed energy
into it,” said Marcus Nilsson, Executive
Producer on Shift 2 Unleashed.

AUTOSPORT

ASIA

MAGAZINE MAKES

A COMEBACK

Hate it or love it, the design of Porsche’s
4-door saloon has received all kinds
of comments from motoring fans all
over the world. However, Porsche’s
latest offering of the Panamera line up
will certainly get people talking for the
right reasons. With 550bhp and 553lb
ft of torque, it moves quicker than an
Aston Martin Rapide and a Mercedes
S65 AMG. 0 – 62mph takes only 3.6

seconds and top speed is only a fraction
under 200mph at 190mph.
The all-wheel drive Panamera Turbo S
gets its increased power from a tweaked
version of its 4.8L V8 which has a twin
turbo setup with titanium-aluminium
turbine wheels which reduces inertia.
Spooling time is hence reduced and
gives the car better throttle reponse.

LAUNCH OF THE

SINGAPORE MOTOR
WORKSHOP ASSOCIATION’S
WEBSITE

Autosport Asia magazine will be
the sister publication of Autosport
magazine, the weekly authority on all
motor sport, published from the UK
since 1950.
The monthly Asia edition of the
magazine will provide a much needed
platform for the region to focus
specifically on motorsport news
and will fill a gap that exists in these
markets where there is no dedicated
authoritative medium through which
to report all local South-East Asia
motorsport news accurately.

REVEALED BY PORSCHE

Bespoke Media, the publisher
of Autosport Asia, believes that
combining the “world news” from
Autosport UK with detailed local
news, insight, commentary and
content will make the magazine a
very powerful reporting platform and
most importantly a “destination” read
for many.

The Singapore Motor Workshop
Association
(SMWA)
celebrated
their 40th anniversary in 2010 and
to further connect with the general
public and reach a wider audience,
they’ve launched a brand new website
(http://www.smwa.org.sg).
Not just serving as a portal to learn more
about the Association, their website

also includes a Workshop Directory
where you can find categorized listings
of various workshops around the island.
Registered members can also make use
of the Classified Ads and Hiring Notices
section. Additional benefits include the
ability to inter-trade online with fellow
members to scale on bulk purchase as
well as being informed of the latest and
happenings and events via email.
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RICHARD
BRADLEY
SIGNS WITH FORMULA 3

EXPERT TEAM – TOM’S
series and noticed his outstanding
performance. The first time we heard of
him though, was back in 2009 at the
CIK-FIA World Cup in Suzuka,” said S.
Koumi, general manager of the racing
department and overseas operations in
TOM’S.

After a successful rookie formula car
season, Formula BMW Pacific 2010
champion and top rookie Richard
Bradley will be making his Formula 3
debut in the 2011 All-Japan Formula
3 Championship with TOM’S, the

appointed works racing team of Toyota
Motor Corporation.
“We are very happy to have Richard
onboard. We followed his progress
during the 2010 Formula BMW Pacific

“It would be good if he could win the
championship in his first year in F3 like
he did in Formula BMW Pacific, but
it is not easy as everyone knows. It
is probably best to stay in F3 for two
seasons since there is simply so much
to learn. It’s a long-term relationship we
are building here and we’d like to see
him as a world-class top racing driver in
three to four years realistically,” Koumi
added.
TOM’S has an impressive F3 track
record, with remarkable successes
in its history of F3 since 1985. It won
14 out of 16 races in the 1988 British
F3 Championship with drivers such

as 1996 F1 champion Damon Hill and
former F1 drivers Martin Donnelly and
J.J. Lehto.
Subsequently, TOM’S won the AllJapan F3 Championship for the first
time in 1991 and has won it 14 times
(1991, 1993 – 1995, 1997 – 1999,
2003, 2005 – 2010) to date. TOM’S has
also won the prestigious Macau Grand
Prix five times (1992, 1998 – 1999,
2007 – 2008).
“Joining TOM’S is a boyhood dream
come true for me. I’ve always admired
TOM’S and having the opportunity to
drive for them is a real honour. F3 is a
crucial step towards Formula 1 and I
know I am in good hands.
I look forward to a fantastic year of great
success with the team,” said Bradley.
The first two rounds of the All-Japan F3
Championship starts on 16 – 17 April
2011 at Suzuka Circuit, Japan.

LADIES’ NIGHT at KARTRIGHT
What happens when you place 50
excited women in go-karts in wet
conditions over two nights in the
hands of Formula 3 racer Richard
Bradley, who was once a karting
champion in his younger days? You
get semi-drenched ladies, lots of fun
and a huge smile at the end of the
session.
Last issue, we interviewed the
organiser of Ladies’ Night @Kartright
Cheryl Tay, who shared with us her
vision and objectives of creating the
all-female karting course. Successfully
executed on the 25th and 26th of
February, Ladies’ Night @Kartright
won the hearts of the participants as
they fell in love with the sport.
A rather comprehensive basic karting
theory lesson was given by Richard,
before the girls tightened their
shoelaces and tied up their tresses.
Some of them came prepared with
their own helmets, gloves and even
rain protector suits. Although most
of them were karting for the first time,
it didn’t seem like it as they bravely

overtook on the damp ground and
charged down the track at every
opportunity they got.
Each participant was then defined by
their fastest lap time during qualifying,
with the top 10 fastest timings of the
night entering a mini race at the end of
the practical lesson. The top two were
then treated to a ride in the two-seater
kart with Richard himself, as well as
with Kenny Yip, Singapore’s reigning
national veteran karting champion.
With a growing waiting list of women
eager to have their go at Ladies’
Night @Kartright, the next one was
held on 31st March. The next step for
Cheryl is to hold the official selection
round for the all-female team that she
is entering in the OCBC Corporate
Karting Challenge. Know of anyone
spunky go-getter females who might
take to karting?
Tell them about Ladies’ Night @
Kartright, they deserve it! Motorsports
is not just to be enjoyed by men only;
women are entitled to create their own
definition of fun in racing too!
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OUR PRODUCTS: LTA COMPLIANT • DOES NOT VOID CAR WARRANTY • NO SIDE EFFECT!

ADD ON, BOLT ON, TAP ON • 1 YEAR WARRANTY • SECURITY CODE SEAL PROTECTION • TRANSFERABLE
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MAINTENANCE &
REPAIR

4 litres

$68
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RACING BRAKE KIT

CALL US FOR MODELS

The New Breed of
XYZ Brake Kits
meets or exceeds most aftermarket
in term of quality and performance
in today’s OEM Specifications.

PERFORMANCE COILOVER
Coilover Series
• Super Sport
• Racing Spec
• Drift Spec
• Gravel Rally
• Tarmac Rally

UNICHIP VERSION Q

WIDE RANGE BODYKITS

Best for Street, Race, Track, Drift Use
Highly recommended with
Professional Installation Available
for most jap & conti model.

GAUGES

340 & 342 Circuit Road, Singapore 379494
www.sungbeng.com • Servicing Hotline 9272 4879

2 Units 340/342

* 6/12/24 month
• 0% Installment Plan

*Terms & Conditions Applies

Specialised in Air-Con / Any Repairs for Continental, Japan, Korean & other makes

sungbeng.indd 1

CIRCUIT RD

SUNG BENG AUTO (PTE) LTD since 1969

FILTER

Macpherson
MRT

AZ Bldg

We Are
Here!

NPC
Caltex

Macpherson ITE

Visit Us Over 6000sqft

E

SYNTHETIC
SERVICING

PI

COME CHOOSE YOUR FAVOURITE ENGINE OIL @ OUR BEST PRICE
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EVENTS

Adrenalin Rush
We take out Bridgestone’s new Adrenalin RE002 tyre for a quick spin at its Thai proving grounds

Just going by the name of Bridgestone’s
latest product, the Potenza Adrenalin
RE002, it might seem more evolutionary
than revolutionary.
After all, this new tyre marks just about
the first time in the history of its Potenza
performance tyres than a consecutive
model number has been used – the
preceding model was called the
Potenza Adrenalin RE001. Traditionally,
the brand uses seemingly random
numbers with little to no link between
current and preceding models.

Text Daryl Lee Photos Derryn Wong

The new RE002, despite sharing a part of
its name and portions of its asymmetric
tread pattern with its predecessor, now
looks a sight more aggressive through a
noticeably larger contact patch brought
about by the deletion of one groove
(now three).
That’s part of the reason, Bridgestone
says, for the RE002’s increase in dry
grip and stability, particularly in its oncentre feel and responsiveness. But as
they say, the proof is in the tasting and
that’s exactly what we were there at
Bridgestone’s Thai tyre proving grounds
to do.
A run around the banked oval with the
old and new tyres tested back-to-back

revealed a marked increase in straightline stability and directional changes
performed at speed failed to flummox
the RE002. This is in contrast to its
predecessor which exhibited a fair bit of
squirm from the sidewall flexing.
But these changes are still largely
evolutionary, not that it’s a bad thing and
more grip in a performance tyre is always
more than welcome, but where the real
revolution happens with the RE002 is in
its wet weather performance.
Thanks to its new silica-based
compound and an unusual wavepatterned centre block that Bridgestone
calls the ‘Pulse Groove’ derived from
its experience with wet weather tyres
developed for Formula One, the RE002
feels truly revolutionary in the wet
against the RE001.
Where the old tyre felt very vague and oily
in the wet, the RE002 was, if anything,
even more confidence-inspiring in the
wet than it was in the dry with a good
deal of meaty feel and grip.
With that, we’re hotly anticipating
the local release of the new Adrenalin
RE002 in a few months time and will be
available in a plethora of sizes ranging
from 15 to 20-inches.
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COVER CAR

No Holds Barred
BRABUS Detail in

Starting its life as
a stock Mercedes E250
Coupe, it is now decked out with
countless intricate Brabus detailing.

Photographer Bryan Law / Metamorphosis Production

For the past decade, European automobiles
have been gaining immense popularity with
Singapore drivers. Extravagant interiors,
bullet-proof engines are just a few of the
many reasons why. With so many of the
same make, model and colour roaming
the streets, it’s not easy finding one which
stands out from the rest.
Brabus, if I may put it, are like craftsmen
who solely and only, accept nothing but
perfection. For the past three decades,
they have been churning out part and part,
car after car all bearing the coveted Brabus
logo. In their hands, Mercedes cars emerge
from their doors not merely with bark, but
with bite as well.

The stock engine gains a staggering 36 HP after the various Brabus upgrades

We had the opportunity to get up close
with a Brabus B25 S which I would say, is
like a mobile Barbus catalogue. Under the
careful eyes of AutoVox, a Brabus dealer
in Singapore, this E Class Coupe has been
stripped of its factory Mercedes parts and
replaced by Brabus ones of the highest
quality. On the outside, both Mercedes Benz
star has been replaced by Brabus logos. To
the untrained eye, one would be wondering
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l ing
Behind the huge 19” rims lies a set of Rotora BBK

HIgh grade Brabus Aluminum 3-piece Pedals

Brabus Sports Exhaust with quad tips

Fast Facts:
Brabus B25 S
ENGINE

Brabus PowerXtra CGI, Xcelerate
E-Throttle Controller

UNDERCARRIAGE

Brabus Sports Suspension, Rotora 6/4
Pot Big Brake Kit

CABIN

Brabus DRL Package adorns the matching front bumper

who or what does that logo mean. Yet
to some, the logo brings about a nod
of approval and probably, envy too.
Speaking with Brighid, Marketing
Manager of AutoVox, we learned more
about the car and the Brabus brand.
The owner fell in love with the sporty
looks of the coupe and the possibility
of converting it to a Barbus B25 S
was too great to resist. The whole
process was nothing short of simple
and no stone was left unturned.
Despite having most body panels
replaced by Barbus ones, one will be
amazed at how each part still flows
with the body lines, complimenting
the existing Mercedes Benz styling.
Brabus parts are not merely for
aesthetic purposes. Aerodynamically
designed parts and the lowered
suspension helps to reduce air-lift at
higher speeds and keeps the car firmly
planted to the road when negotiating
bends. The Brabus LEDs on the front
fenders and below the side skirts are
illuminated in a tasteful manner when

the doors are open, further adding a
classy touch to the car.
A Stage 2 PowerXtra Tuning was
done after installing a Brabus Sports
Exhaust and a Xcelerate E-Throttle
Controller. In the hands of the
competent technicians at AutoVox,
the car gained 36 neck breaking
horses. With such a power gain,
braking performance had to be
upgraded as well. Behind the huge
19” rims lies a set of Rotora big brake
kit complete with forged calipers,
rotor hats and Teflon coated steel
braided brake lines.
“Brabus would probably be the
largest aftermarket tuner in the
world”, said Brighid. “I had the
opportunity to visit their state-of-theart factory in Germany and they even
had their own production line for their
vehicles.” With the expertise of the
friendly people at AutoVox coupled
with Brabus’ parts of the highest
quality, this B25 S is nothing short of
a spectacular piece of art.

Preparing the ECU Harness

Brabus Illuminated Door Stills, Brabus
Doorlock Pins, Brabus 3-piece
Aluminum Pedals, Brabus Sport
Gearshift Lever

EXTERIOR

19” Monoblock Q Double-Spoke Design
Anthracite “Titanium” Polished Rims,
Brabus Logo on Bonnet and Boot
(Replace Mercedes Benz Star), Brabus
Logo on Boot, Brabus Front and Rear
Bumper, Brabus Front Bumper Air Vents,
Brabus Light Package (2 X DRL and fog
lamps), Brabus Aluminum Sports Front
Fenders, Brabus Side Skirts, Brabus
Double-B Logo Illuminated Set for Side
Skirts and Brabus Rear Spoiler

EXHAUST

Brabus Sports Exhaust
Brabus parts galore!
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MODS

1. Elig Brake Pad – Sports Version (SP Carbon)

2. Magnum II Performance Braided Hose

Elig Sports Version (SP Carbon) Brake Pad is a high quality performance
brake pad which is available for many different models. Brakes are one
of the most important feature of a car and with this brake pad, braking
distance is considerably reduced. It also has high temperature resistance,
and it produces less dust
compared
to
others
and the dust produced
is lighter in colour and
doesn’t stick to the wheels.

Magnum II Performance Braided Hose is a steel braided
replacement for your stock rubber hose. Under
hard braking, rubber hoses tend to swell and
performance is reduced. The last thing you want to
get is a mushy brake pedal and lousy performance
from your brakes. Steel braided hoses do
not experience such swelling and you will
have a consistent firm feel of the brake
pedal as well as better braking performance.

Blaze Trading – 6841 3724

Gary Engineering – 6841 1923

3. Advance Enlarged Rotor Kit

4. MV Harness

Should you feel that your car’s braking system is not
performing up to your expectations, Jeep Chee
is able to provide you a solution in the form
of the Advance Enlarge Rotor Kit. It replaces
your stock rotors with larger 303MM slotted
ones while retaining your existing brakes
calipers. Installation is a breeze with custom
brackets included in the kit. Available for Lancer
CS, Vios, Fit, Accord CL7/CL9 and Civic FD.

Owners of continental cars, fret no more. McWell
has released a MV harness for installation
of Pivot and Shadow throttle controller in
Fiat, Opel, Citroen, Mercedes, Peugeot,
Skoda, Porsche, Kia, Hyundai, Renault,
Saab, Alfa Romeo and Seat vehicles
Installation is now a breeze with this
customized harness and you will be able
enjoy the advantages of throttle controllers.

Jeep Chee – 6745 4700

McWell – 8139 0848

MODIFICATION 101
Go Faster, Stop Quicker, Turn Better
& Enjoy a Better Performance overall with these Products

5. Fuel Cat Fuel Catalyst

6. Akrapovic Exhaust System

Fuel Cat Fuel Catalyst is a tin alloy catalyst that acts like a permanent
octane booster, a combustion enhancer and combustion chamber carbon
deposits cleaner. Benefits include improved fuel economy of up to 20%,
easier start ups and prolonged engine life. With the increasing
petrol costs, this fuel catalyst enables low octane gasoline to
feel like premium ones. Performance improvements
can also be felt upon installation of this one
time maintenance-free investment that
can last you up to 400,000km.

Made of Akrapovic’s proprietary titanium alloy, this Slip-On exhaust system
for the Porsche 911 Turbo/Turbo S promises great weight savings and
an amazing exhaust note. When used in conjunction with the optional
link pipe set, the entire system weighs 8kg lighter than stock. Included
with each center muffler kit are beautifully handcrafted, aerospace
grade carbon fibre bumper inserts. These inserts
come with integrated titanium tail
pipes and sets your car apart
from the rest of the pack.

Blue Knight – 9021 0902

Works Performance – 9235 3656

7. Bizol Long Distance 0W-30

8. Violence V-Drive II

Bizol Long Distance engine oil is a fully synthetic and
low friction engine oil that is suitable for all-year round
use. Specially formulated using the latest technology,
this low viscosity and high stability engine oil is a
result of combining selected synthetic base oils with
advanced addictive technology. High lubrication
reliability, wear protection and outstanding engine
cleanliness are just some of the many benefits of
this oil. Suitable for both petrol and diesel engines.

Increase your car’s throttle response with the Violence V-drive II. This
product not only enables you to program the throttle response according
to your driving style with either eco, sport and normal modes available, but
it also comes with a new feature that cuts acceleration in emergency
situations. It also has a voltage display for easy monitoring
of current battery voltage. Viewing of current
mode is also made easy with the cabin
mounted display which doubles
up as a controller as well.

Akeno – 6848 4218

Sung Beng – 9272 4879

9. D2 Racing Coilover

10. Mishimoto Radiator

Lower your ride height and increase its handling capabilities
with the D2 Racing Coilover. It is 36 way damping and
rebound adjustable monotube full coilover system.
Ride height and preload can also be adjusted
separately allowing for optimal adjustment
and fine tuning. Mounts are constructed
of 6061 powder coated aluminum
and threads are coated with
Teflon to prevent rust.

Suitable for the daily commuter as well as hardcore track enthusiasts,
Mishimoto Radiators are made of 100% brazed aluminum for a clean
OEM fit. Water temperature will be kept
at an optimal level with its efficient
cooling properties and its ability to
withstand the abuse of engine heat.
All Mishimoto Radiators come with a
high pressure 1.3bar radiator cap as
well. Available for a wide range of cars.

Xquisitew@rks – 6363 3505

833 Motorsports – 9233 0833
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Jetex Sports Exhausts are now truly international, our ever expanding comprehensive selection
of Performance Exhausts are NOW being exported across the world. Jetex Sports, built on the
successes of almost 50 years of engineering some of the world’s finest performance exhausts
are the first choice for clients who require true performance without compromise! Jetex Sports
is at the forefront in producing Engineered Performance for all Leading Automotive Marques.
Audi, BMW/New Mini, Ford, Mercedes, Peugeot, Saab, Seat, Skoda, Opel, Volvo, Volkswagen and
an ever expanding range of Japanese, Korean, American and Australian performance vehicles.
Most systems are Fully Certified EC & TUV and meet Euro 5 Engine Performance standards.

JetexTheSportsExhaust

Audi A4

Audi A3

Audi A5

Audi TT

Hi-Flow Metallic Cat
200CPi

Golf 6
Golf 6

Golf 5

Scirocco

Jetex Downpipe - For Racing Use Only

Coil Spring From $300! Coilover From $1550 and above!
Available for
CIVIC FD, EVO 10,
SUBARU GRB,
HONDA FIT

Available for
SUBARU 1.5 HB,
STREAM RN6

The damping force of this shock
absorber is non-adjustable.
Spring for this NF Kit is barrel
form type as shown in the
catalogue. By Using this spring,
we achieved much comfortable
driving quality.

The shock absorber which it
is exclusively designed on the
basis of the height, spring rate
data which is calculated in
every model. It gives a stiffer
feeling to the car.

Height Adjustable

Available for
HONDA FIT &
HONDA STREAM

The damping force of
this shock absorber is
adjustable. You can
choose its strength
among 12 steps, soft,
medium and hard for
the front & rear.

Damping Adjustable By
Electronic Control
Unit (T Damping Adjustable
By Electronic Control Unit
(TEAS)

CF-S can adjust the
ride height remains the
adoption of certain length
adjustment system. Also
designed for each vehicle
to the position of the
bracket.

Height Adjustable

Civic FD

Dress-up From lowers car by
35-40mm but still provides a
comfortable ride
with its increased spring rate.

Retaining good ride
characteristics identical to stock
while offering almost 20-30mm
lowering capability

Honda
Stream

Slightly firmer design for
improved cornering stability
while offering 25-30mm
lowered look.

ADVANCE RACING DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTS
PACKAGE A

PACKAGE B

32 Stage Adjustable Damping Force Enables
Various Settings Suitable For Your Liking.

FROM
$395
TANABE
LOWERING
SPRING

Shorter Piston for Lowering Spring To
Prevent From Hitting The Bumpstops.

LTA Compliant Exhaust From $650!

Advance Suspension is a direct replacement for OEM Monotube Shock.
Ideal as an upgrade from OEM Shock Absorber as it is damping
adjustable, therefore making it more responsive and easier to adjust to suit
different driving styles. Made from Steel and power coated damper body.
Models Available: Honda Civic FD, EG/EK, EU1 05 onwards, Fit GE6 08,
Airwave, Suzuki Swift, Toyota Vios, Altis, Allion, Camry, Mazda 3 06, 5,
Mitsubishi Lancer CS3, EX, Nissan Sunny N16, Latio, Sylphy.

PACKAGE C

FROM $650
Gas Filled To Keep The Shock Pressurized
And Helps To Stop Oil Leak In Extreme
Usage

Honda Fit GE6

FROM
$950

Twin Tube From Japan Reacts Quickly And
Correctly Against Sudden Shock Reaction

Mandrel
Bending
Service
Available!

+

ADVANCE SUSPENSION +
TANABE LOWERING SPRING
+ ALIGNMENT

Stainless Steel muffler
TITANIUM Tip

$650

LTA APPROVED
$1150
Call For
SPECIAL PRICE
Audi A4 / A5 1.8/2.0/3.2T Quattro Exhaust

Volkswagen Golf 5 /6 / Scirocco Exhaust

JEEP CHEE TRADING PTE LTD (EXHAUST SPECIALIST)

Kia Cerato

Add: Blk 3007 Ubi Road 1 #01-426 Singapore 408701 Tel: 6745 4700 / 6749 4260 Fax: 6743 2059
Blk 3015 Ubi Road 1 #01-232 Singapore 408704
We have revamped our website, please visit: WWW.JEEPCHEE.COM.SG E-MAIL: SALES@JEEPCHEE.COM.SG

Jeep Chee.indd 1

BMW F10 5 Series Exhaust

* AMEX/DINERS/OCBC/
MAYBANK/UOB/
CITIBANK Credit Card
Installment Available
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Feature Car

A 5 Star Marque

Edmund’s turquoise blue Audi A5 not only packs power, it oozes continental essence as well
At first glance, you would probably think
this bright turquoise car is a Japanese
sports coupe. However upon closer
inspection, you’ll realize it is actually

S5 rear valance and titanium exhaust tips

an Audi A5. Not many would venture
out of the “safe zone” when it comes
to paint choices, especially when
dealing with continental marque.
Having chosen an Audi for its superb
build and clean sleek body lines, he
didn’t want to blend in with the rest
of the pack. Of course, standing out
would certainly involve putting the car
through a makeover.
Starting from the exterior, the car
underwent a full body wrap in bright
turquoise blue vinyl. Application was

meticulously performed and the end
result is almost flawless. From afar,
you wouldn't be able to tell it was
a vinyl wrap. On the back, a rear

Brembo 8 pot calipers with 365MM rotors

valance piece from a S5 was affixed
to the rear of the A5 to add a touch of
sportiness.
Filling the fenders of the car are 19”
forged rims wrapped with Yokohama’s
leading AD-08 street tyres. Known
for their excellent braking prowess,
a set of Brembo 8 pot brakes taken
off an Audi RS6 is used to replace
the factory brakes. Mated with huge
365MM cross-drilled rotors and
Magnum II steel braided brake lines,
these will surely bring the car to a
screeching stop.

Moving on to the engine bay, 833’s
customized charge pipes and a front
mount intercooler were brought in to
replace the restrictive factory ones.

Stainless steel charge pipes

With more air being fed to the engine,
a large downpipe was needed to expel
the increased amount of exhaust
gases. Working his magic on the car,
Rhommell
from
ROM
Tuning
performed a Stage 2+ tuning on the
car, significantly bumping up the
horsepower and torque figures. An
increase in engine performance usually
brings about higher oil temperatures.
To counter this issue, an engine oil
cooler is positioned behind the front
grille to prevent engine damage due
to high oil temperature.
No performance vehicle will be
complete without a set of trusty
electronics to monitor operating
parameters.
Inside
the
cabin,
Defi gauges adorn the top of the
windscreen to allow Edmund to keep
an eye on water and oil temperature,
oil pressure and boost pressure.

Having gone through a few
performance vehicles before settling
on this recent purchase, Edmund
knows what works and what doesn’t.

833 Motorsports - Edmund’s preferred garage

With the help of his trusty workshop,
833 Motorsports, functionality never
looked so good.

Fast Facts: Audi A5
Engine

833 Customized Charge Pipes, Front
Mount Intercooler, Engine Oil Cooler,
Exhaust Downpipe, O2 Sensor to avoid
ECU Check Light, HKS Open Pod Air
Intake, Stage 2+ Tuning by Rom Tuning

Undercarriage

19” Forged Sports Rims with Yokohama
Advan AD08 Tyres, 833 Customized
15MM Front/18MM Rear Wheel Spacer,
Brembo RS 8 Pot Big Brake Kit with
365MM Cross-Drilled Rotors, Magnum II
Steel Braided Brake Lines, D2 FullyAdjustable Coilover, H&R Anti Roll Bar,
Undercarriage Magic Bar

Cabin

4 x Defi Gauge with CU2

Exterior

Full Body Vinyl Wrap, Audi S5 Rear
Valance

Exhaust
Keeping the figures in check

Photographer Roger Chua / Monstrosity

The engine bay received its share of upgrades too

833 Customized Quad Exhaust Systems
with Titanium Exhaust Tips
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WHY WORRY NO ACCESSORIES & WORKSHOP

OPEN AT NIGHT?

FREE

OPEN DAILY INCLUDING PUBLIC HOLIDAYS

MOTEC WIPER

FROM 6PM - 3AM

With Every Servicing Package

WORTH $42 A PAIR
(J Hook Only)

*Terms & Conditions

SERVICING PACKAGES

$165*

$176*

MOTUL

$165*

HKS NA RACING

HKS TURBO RACING

$128*

$128*

ENJOY EXPRESS

SERVICING

AT MOTEC WITH
JUST

$88

$88

PENNZOIL

CLEAN
• Air Filter

TOP-UP
• Battery Water
• Brake, Clutch, Power Steering Fluid
• Radiator Coolant
• Windshield Washer System

BLITZ 5W40

X REV

$108*

AGIP

ENOC

LUBRICATE
• 4 Battery Terminal
• Door Hinges

CHECK
• Air-con Belt & Fan Belt
• Handbrake, Horns & Wipers
• Indicators & Lighting
• Transmission & Axle Oil Level
• Tyres & Tyre Pressure

CHANGE
• 4 Litres Engine Oil
• Oil Filler (original or equivalent)

$128*

$128*

HKS SUPER RESPONSE

$108*

FK MASSIMO

BIZOL

$135*

TEAM MOT

EC

CUSTOMISE
AUDI-LOOK-ALIKE DAYLIGHT

$70
RDS

ONWA

$FO5R04 $FO3R02
Leg Room LED

Borchman
Double Din

$435

w/installation + 1 yr warranty

Pioneer
4350DVD

$980

w/installation + 1 yr agent warranty

White 1.5w Leg Room

LED Door light

Subaru Impreza Eyelid

LED LIGHTS

LTA COMPLIANT EXHAUST

$50

RDS
ONWA

0
$N1W2
ARDS
O

Tanabe

Spoon

HID CONVERSION KIT

HKS

Door Handle Lights

JS Racing

CARBON FIBRE BONNET

4TH BRAKE LIGHT

BODYKIT

With 1year warranty
with Installation

0
$N5W2
ARDS

$520

O

Audi A5 3.2 Coupe

Honda Civic CF Bonnet

Car Battery

Spring Stiffener
Sizes A, B, C, D, E, F, B+
(with Installation)

5
$N1W1
ARDS

Spring Stiffener
Sizes A, B, C, D, E, F, B+
(with Installation)

$50
RDS

$80
RDS

ONWA

O

60mm Pro Sport /
Depo Racing

ONWA

Sound Proofing

ANY 3

FOR

$439

Fit JS Racing

$W5A0
RDS

ON

Spy Alarm

8
$N2W4
ARDS
O

Subaru ver.10 Varis CF Bonnet

3A Car Mat

0
$N5W0
ARDS

$1WXAXRDXS

$888

O

ON

Honda Civic RR (PP)

Hella Horn

Fit Mugen C/F Bonnet

Solar Film

Strut Bars

$A 4PA5IR
$A2C8AR0

5
$E1
ACH
LED Day Light
with Signal

Customised ICE

$158

LL +
W/INSTA H
SWITC

O

Vortex R Type 5 GT Wing

0
$N9W0
ARDS
O

MOTEC AUTO ACCESSORIES

Blk 1 Pioneer Road North #01-10 Singapore 628455 Tel: 6265 3558 www.motec.sg
LED, HID, Sound System, Carbon Fiber, Alarm System, Car Servicing And Maintenance, Performance Part,
Exhaust System, Sound Proofing, Customized Floor Mat, Car Batteries, Bodykit and many more.

Your Ideal Car Accessories Distributor and Retailer.

0
$N1W2
ARDS

$750

PARTS

1. Shadow Pro Clear CF (White or Red Light)

2. MOMO Race Air Leather Gear Knob

Shadow Pro Gauges provide drivers with critical engine
stats with its accurate display and high precision sensors.
They are a step above the rest and combine many features
which ensure the needs of demanding drivers are met.
There is a 12-step brightness adjustment to suit different
lighting conditions as well as a warning and peak
function. Available in both clear face and white
face with a choice of red or white light, you’ll
certainly find one that will suit your taste.

MOMO Race Air Leather Gear Knob is a replacement
leather gear knob made with the finest Italian leather.
Featuring an aluminum collar and top insert and
a distinctive “MOMO Italy” badge, it offers that
distinctive MOMO driving sensation, with a perfect
blend of comfort and style that gives you the perfect
MOMO driving experience. Installation is a breeze with
three grub screws and the provided instruction manual.

McWell Ventures – 8139 0848

Concorde – 6292 0087

3. Sparco Evo 2 Plus Bucket Seat

4. LED Day Light

Sparco Evo was designed and developed in cooperation with the most prestigious Sparco drivers
of the DTM and ITC Championships. The Evo 2
Plus seat is an evolution of the Evo seat in a larger
size. A taller and wider shell, better positions of the
seatbelt slots at the driver’s shoulder level and space
for the HANS collar are just some of the improved
features of the Evo 2 plus seat. Sparco's Evo range of
seats is the only one that is available in 3 different sizes.

With bright LED Day Light, you
will definitely dazzle the crowd
wherever you go. Encased in splash
and moisture proof enclosure, you don’t
know have to worry about condensation
appearing over time. Adding a tinge of style during
the day, and increasing visibility at night, you are able
to customize the position of the LEDs to suit your taste.

Miki Marketing – 6749 1996

ADK – 6742 8275

Gadgets & Gizmos
There's no point in having a powerful car
if it doesn't have the right accessories to complement it.

5. LED Door Handle Light

6. Win-Star Plus
Win-Star Plus is a PC-based diagnostic tester that
replaces traditional hand-held ones. Available in
various languages, it is a technician’s dream come
true with its user friendly interface and has the
same high precision levels as those used by
vehicle manufacturers. It can be used with
both desktop and laptop and is suitable
for a wide range of vehicles including
Mercedes Benz, BMW, Audi and VW.

Light up your door handles with
Motec’s LED Door Handle Light.
You will be captivated by the glow of
these high powered ultra bright LEDs
which are installed under the door
handles. These LEDs can be switched
on/off via an external switch and
they are suitable for all types of cars.
Motec – 6265 3558

Auto Maxima – 6552 1351

7. FN2R Carbon Fibre Spoiler

8. Evo X/Lancer EX Carbon Gear Panel

This FN2R CF spoiler from Aeimpex not only
provides weight savings, but also scores points
in the aesthetics department. Specially made by
Aeimpex’s experienced craftsmen in Europe using
only the finest materials. Strict QC is done before
leaving the factory to ensure the end product is
of the highest quality. Coated in layers of glossy
lacquer for maximum shine, be the envy of your
fellow mates once you install it on your ride.

With the wide spread use of carbon fibre in aerospace,
military and racing applications, it has finally found its
way into the mainstream automotive industry as
well. Advantages include weight savings and an
impressive strength to weight ratio. This carbon
gear panel will not only enhance the looks of
your interior, it will also add a sporty touch to it.

Aeimpex – 9109 7821

Miracle – 6468 3096

9. ATF Cooler

10. Rainbow LED

An automatic transmission fluid cooler serves to prevent the ATF fluid and
transmission itself from getting too hot. Keeping the temperature of your
auto transmission down would ensure that it performs better and lasts
longer. By switching to an aftermarket ATF
cooler, you’re able to
further lower the temperatures of your
auto transmission and ATF fluid and
enhance the transmission’s longevity.

Should you wish to customize the colours of your LEDs, look
no further than this Rainbow LED. This LED strip consists of
numerous high powered, ultra bright LEDs and there are 99 different
settings to choose from. A controller allows you to configure
the colour as well as the settings of the LEDs to your liking.

833 Motorsports – 9233 0833

Xquisitew@rks – 6363 3505
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RICA - THE ART OF CHIPTUNING ENGINEERING

RICA Engineering is very serious about
the enviroment. We are changing the
software in your car to improve it in every
way. Tuning with RICA Engineering will
give your car improved fuel efficiency,
but more importantly, RICA Engineering’s
upgraded engine management software
will meet or even exceed the very strict
European emission standards which the car
manufacturers must also comply with.

RICA Engineering also keeps a close eye
on future developments. We are already
looking for ways to improve cars running on
alternative fuels like E85 and Hydrogen, not
ony for you to enjoy your car even more,
but also to ensure that you and everyone
else around you can enjoy a cleaner
environment.
RICA Engineering
Technology of the future in your car today!

Alfa Romeo | Audi | Bentley | BMW | Chevrolet | Chrysler | Citroen | Dacia | Dodge | Fiat | Ford |
Honda | Hyundai | Iveco | Jaguar | Jeep | Kia | Lancia | Land Rover | Mazda | Mercedes Benz |
MG Rover | Mini | Mitsubishi | Nissan | Opel / Vauxhall | Peugeot | Porsche | Renault | Saab | Skoda |
Ssangyong | Suzuki | Toyota | Volkswagen | Volvo

STAINLESS STEEL BRAIDED RACING HOSE FOR HIGH
PERFORMANCE RACING
MAGNUM Racing hose, the ultimate in brake hose technology. Light and
flexible, yet strong and delivering the racing feel with improved braking.
Premium Quality Racing Hose Constructions
High tech construction
The Inner Liner constructed from high grade synthetic PTFE tube,
gives the brake fluid transfer a clean and fast flowing channel for
pressure transmission. MAGNUM Racing hose gives a positive brake
feel especially when hard braking.
The Stainless Steel Outer Braid is woven around the Inner Liner of high
grade synthetic PTFE using an special advanced technique. This
results in a unique blend of flexibility and high pressure endurance
charactoristics of the hose to combine, bringing forth MAGNUM
Racing hoses. The perfect solution.
Master Dealer: Blaze Trading Services Tel: 6841 3724 Email: saleSenquiry@blaze-trading.com

The Inner
Liner
Partial
Coverage
Stainless Steel
Inner Braid
Full Coverage Outer
Braid of High Tensile
Stainless Steel

Titanium Brake Hose Coming Soon!

Authorised Dealers:
North • 833 Motorsports Blk 20 Sin Ming Industrial Estate Sector A #01-16 S575678 Tel: 6457 7833 • A-Star Automotive Services Pte Ltd 10, Ang Mo Kio Industrial Park 2A #03-11 S568047 Tel: 6481 9518, 6481
9517 • Aoto Pte Ltd 184 Woodlands Industrial Park E5 #01-01 S757515 Tel: 6365 2313 • Edge Works 176 Sin Ming Drive Sin Ming Autocare #05-08 S575721 Tel: 6458 4300 • Griffin Auto Services 176 Sin Ming Drive Sin
Ming Autocare #05-09 S575721 Tel: 6455 3309 • Juzz It Up 176 Sin Ming Drive Sin Ming Autocare #03-13/15/16 S575721 Tel: 6736 0303 • Light Speed Motorsports 176 Sin Ming Drive Sin Ming Autocare #05-12 S575721
Tel: 9014 8414 • KHY Auto Services 176 Sin Ming Drive Sin Ming Autocare #02-11 S575721 Tel: 6554 9782 • Lim Tan Motor Pte Ltd 176 Sin Ming Drive Sin Ming Autocare #03-06/09/10 S575721 Tel: 6452 0893 • Lim Tan
Motor Pte Ltd Blk 9 Sin Ming Industrial Estate Sector C #01-38/40/42 S575644 Tel: 6382 5612 • O.S.K Auto Spare Parts Trading 10, Ang Mo Kio Industrial Park 2A #04-09 S568047 Tel: 9642 2928• Powertune Blk 19
Sin Ming Road #01-21 S575676 Tel: 6453 3600 • RaceTech 176 Sin Ming Drive Sin Ming Autocare #02-04 S575721 Tel: 9679 2227• Soon Kang Motor Blk 13 Defu Lane 10 #01-430 S539194 Tel: 6382 5612 • Team Sportivo
176 Sin Ming Drive Sin Ming Autocare #03-12 S575721 Tel: 6546 2022 • Trendy Automotives Blk 11 Sin Ming Industrial Estate Sector B #01-79 S575655 Tel: 6451 2135
East • Derrick Motor Works Blk 9002 Tampines Street 93 #01-72 Tampines Industrial Park A S528836 Tel: 6784 0602 • Dynotechnica 53 Ubi Ave 1 Paya Ubi Industrial Park #01-37 S408934 Tel: 6841 1304
• Gary’s Engineering Service 53 Ubi Ave 1 Paya Ubi Industrial Park #01-42 S408934 Tel: 6841 1923 • Hock Lian Motor Service Blk 3012 Bedok North Ave 4 #01-2034 Bedok Industrial Park E S489978 Tel: 9658 3382
• J Motorwerkz Blk 3007 Ubi Road 1 #01-402 S408701 Tel: 9875 5803 • MB Performance 53 Ubi Ave 1 Paya Ubi Industrial Park #01-08 S408934 Tel: 6747 8521 • RS Tuning 53 Ubi Ave 1 Paya Ubi Industrial Park #03-56
S408934 Tel: 6844 0802 • Sung Beng Auto 342 Circuit Road S379494 Tel: 9272 4879 • Zero Gravity Motorsports Blk 1067 Eunos Ave 4 #01-212 Tel: 6741 2845
West • Aoto Pte Ltd 36 Toh Guan Road East #01-42 Enterprise Hub S608580 Tel: 6316 9171 • Li hong Auto Enterprise 1 Bukit Batok Cresent #08-61 Wega Plaza S658064 Tel: 9027 6341 • Seah Kwang Seng Motor
Services 28 Jalan Tukang Tel: 6265 8831 • Motec Auto Accessories Blk 1 Pioneer Road North #01-10 S628455 Tel: 6265 3558 • Y.C. Auto Service Blk 9 Pioneer Road North #01-56 S628461 Tel: 6261 4007

No. 53 Ubi Avenue 1 #01-42 Paya Ubi Industrial Park Singapore 408934
Tel: +(65) 6841 1923 Fax: +(65) 6841 6523 Email: enquiries@garys-engineering.com
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FEATURE CAR

T

RACK-READY
OYOTA VIOS

Since the completion of the Sepang F1
Circuit, time attack events have been
extremely popular with Singaporean
drivers of high performance vehicles.
Attend any track day in the North, and
the weapon of choice would usually
be a Mitsubishi Evolution, Subaru
WRX or Honda Civic Type R. However,
not everyone is able to afford such a
high performance car hence thoughts
of tracking are usually shelved.
If you look carefully enough though,
you’ll realize you don’t actually need a
high performance vehicle that churns
out above 200BHP to enjoy tracking.
Take for example, this Toyota Vios
in picture. Despite a stock 110HP
engine, it manages to give most cars
on the track a run for their money.
Serving as a daily driver, reliability of
course has to be of utmost importance.
The decision to leave the engine

stock was without a doubt. However
110HP is of course insufficient for the
high speed straights and to achieve
optimal exit speeds. After a lengthy
discussion with Jonathan of SK
Garage, the owner decided to opt for
an upgrade of his stock gearbox.
More often than not, most drivers tend
to only go for horsepower figures,
the higher the better. Gearing has
always been an overlooked aspect
but unknown to many, a well setup
gearbox will do wonders for your ride.
Unlike engine and turbo upgrades,
replacing your stock gearings with
a set of close ratio ones do not
require additional installation of any
electronics or ECU tuning systems.
Benefits reaped include maximum
acceleration due to minimal rev drop
during gear changes. Richard, the
owner, added, “By being able to keep
the car in its optimal power band,
Ultra Racing bars adorn the entire car

This particular Vios proves that tracking is
not only for high performance vehicles.
I will be able to exit each corner at
the required speed without having to
engage to a lower gear.”
If you’ve grown up following Johor
Circuit races, you might be familiar
with the owner. Back in his heyday,
Richard Sim was a well-known name
in the circuit racing scene. With
decades of experience and having
gone thru numerous race cars and
setups, Richard knows exactly what
he wants out of his car. “You may
have 600 horses on crank, but they
are of no use if you are unable to
handle them. Instead of going for raw
power, I chose to spend my money on
handling upgrades for the car”, said
Richard. Keeping in line with his word,
the car got a variety of bars including
strut, anti roll and fender bars. These
enhancements serve to stiffen up
the chassis and with the finely tuned
coilover setup, body roll is minimal.
Clocking an extremely impressive
1min 58 sec timing round our
neighbouring Johor Circuit, Richard’s

Vios proves that your every day car
can be a worthy opponent for others
on the track. Instead of going for
horsepower gains, upgrading to a
close ratio gearbox is something
worth considering. “Of course, how
your car handles in corners is as
important as straight line speed”. You
can’t help but believe the words from
a veteran like Richard himself.

Fast Facts: Toyota Vios 1.5
ENGINE

Stock 1NZ-FE Engine, TRD Racing
Clutch, Earl’s Oil Cooler

DRIVETRAIN

SK Garage Customised 3/4/5th & Final
Drive Straight Cut Gear Set, TRD Limited
Slip Differential (LSD)

UNDERCARRIAGE

Fully Adjustable Coilover with Custom
Spring Rates, Front/Rear Adjustable
Camber Plate, Ultra Racing Front/Rear
Strut Bars, Ultra Racing Front/Rear Anti
Roll Bars, Ultra Racing Fender Bars,
15” Rota Slipstream with Toyo Proxes
R888 (For track usage), Front High
Temperature Brake Pads with Steel
Braided Brake Lines

CABIN

Water Temperature Gauge, Extended
Shifter

Coilovers with adjustable camber plates

Photographer Roger Chua / Monstrosity

Extended shifter for easy reach
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TALK

WEAVE, CLARITY & COLOUR

No, we’re not talking
about diamonds
but Aeimpex’s
Carbonrevo range
of carbon fibre
products.
How did you get started in this
business and how has things
changed since then?
It all started when I decided to have my
own carbon hood for my Mitsubishi
Lancer CS3. I didn’t like the service
of that supplier who was bringing in
the only available ones at that time.
So I sourced for a supplier overseas
and I got them to make the hood that
I designed. I posted my hoods online
and started off from there.
When I first sold carbon hoods, I
was like any other customers out
there. Price is the key factor. I didn’t
understand why would there be a big
difference between a $500 item and a
$5000 item.
However, I encountered countless
fitment issues and defects. From there,
I did my homework and research.
I visited many different overseas
factories and attended trade shows to
find out more. Immediately, I knew that
we had to change our direction from
stop selling cheap lousy stuffs to focus
on quality instead.
In 2009, we launched our own
brand, Carbonrevo, for the discerning
customers whose focus is on quality,
functionality and safety rather than
inferior products at low prices.
What are the benefits of using
carbon fibre (CF) products?
Other than shaving off weight from
the car, vented hoods help to cool
the engine bay hence improving the

thermal health of the engine bay.
It also helps in improving overall
aerodynamics of the car. Lastly, it
enhances the sporty look of the car.
What’s the process of producing
your CF products like?
There are many processes of making
a Carbon hood. However, the
minimum manufacturing standard
of Carbonrevo products is vacuum
infusion. We also make our hoods
using RTM and Autoclave molding
depending on the application and
also the customer’s budget. These
processes make stronger parts of
better quality.
Is the use of CF products LTAapproved in Singapore?
Currently it is not deemed as an illegal
modification in Singapore. The carbon
hood that you are using or planning to
get must have an inner bone structure
like that of a ribcage.
Without the bone structure, the whole
hood will be very weak and will pose
a huge danger to yourself as well
as others. The hood must also be
securely attached to the car so as to
prevent it from flipping up when going
at high speeds.
What makes your products
different from your competitors?
Our products sell mostly through word
of mouth by our existing customers.
Many can make hoods of the same
design, but not many can make real
good stuff.

Our products undergo quality checks
in the factory and at our end before
we sell it to the customer. Each and
every Carbonrevo Hood comes with
an individual serial number. That way,
if we ever need to do any product
recall due to any factory defects, we
can easily trace the owners. We do
not believe in doing hit & run business.
We are constantly upgrading our
technology and raw materials to make
better products and to be ahead of
our competitors.

How receptive are Singapore
drivers towards the usage of CF
products nowadays?
Local drivers especially the younger
ones are very receptive towards
carbon products. In fact, it’s a trend
that they follow perhaps due to peer
influence. However they have little
knowledge on what they are buying
hence we see the need to educate
them if possible.

What other types of products do
you currently carry?
At Aeimpex, we concentrate mainly
on automotive parts. We currently
specialize in interior carbon parts for
exotic and luxury cars like Porsche,
Maserati, Mercedes, BMW & Volvo.
Recent additions over the years are
sporting goods and lifestyle items. We
also have plans for more expansions
in the future.

What are you plans for the future?
With the Changi Motorsports Hub
coming up, we are planning to have
a R&D and manufacturing facility
locally so that we can focus more
and make better products for the
regional motorsports players. We also
hope to be able to take part in more
outdoor events so that we can reach
out to the public and educate them
on carbon fibre parts. We are also
actively looking to expand our sales
distribution network worldwide.

Should a customer be interested
in getting an interior/exterior
part in CF, how can he go about
doing so?
We would usually ask the customer
to come over or at least give us a call
to find out more about the item he is
interested in. We do keep some of
the more popular items in stock. The
rest are all on indent basis especially
the interior parts. Once he is ready to
place an order, we will need to get a
deposit from him. The balance shall be
paid upon collection or installation of
the item.

It has been an extremely
insightful experience into the
world of CF products! Anything
else to add?
Most accidents of flipping hoods
happen because of improper usage
and installation. All parts of a car need
maintenance, including the hood.
And as the saying goes, if you pay
peanuts, you’ll get monkeys. I would
strongly advise against cheap and
inferior carbon fibre products. Do not
ever compromise on safety as you’ll
never know when the product might
fail on you.
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ULTIMATE PERFORMANCE CAN BE YOURS!

Nashin Brake System

• Mono Block Design High Strength And Lighter
• Hard Coating On Surface To Prevent Wear
And Withstand High Temperature
• 1 Year Warranty Of Calipers Against Manufacturing Defects
• Special Pistons To Provide Highly Sensitive
Braking And Liner Braking Performance
• Brake Pads Design To Lower Vibration And
Increase Stability In High Speed Braking
• High Precision 3D CNC Machining

AVAILABLE FOR MOST MODELS!

Available in 2,
Big 4, Mini 4,
6 and 8 Pot

COLORS AVAILABLE:

ATTRACTIVE RIM PACKAGES FROM 15” TO 20” TO CHOOSE!!
BE SPOILT FOR CHOICES!!
15”
16”
17”
18”
19”
20”

All Prices Include GST & Before Trade-In. With Any Set Purchase
• Lifetime Purchase Repair		
• Chrome Tubeless Sleeve Valve		
• Gunk Wheel Cleaner		
• Tyre Rotation & Balancing for Every 10,000km

$688
$888
$1088
$1388
Special $$
Special $$

Project U
Super Lock Nuts
At $130, (up $170)
With Every Set Of
Rim Purchased

FREE:

• Off Wheel Balancing

COILOVER & LOWERING SPRINGS AVAILABLE FOR ALL CAR MODELS!!
FROM

FROM

$1, 200

$350

FREE ALIGNMENT FOR PURCHASE OF COILOVER OR LOWERING SPRING
SERVICING PACKAGES - FREE Checking Of Your Precious Vehicle When You Service Your Car With Us!
$178

MUGEN VT-a

$188

MOTUL

$108

CUSCO

$108

SHELL HELIX ULTRA

Coolant Flush

ATF Flush

Coolant Flush will
enhanced coolant
flow and prevents
overheating and
corrode of the
metal parts.

ATF flushing eplaces
old worn-out automatic
transmission fluid (ATF)
with fresh new fluid to
prolong the life of the
transmission.

Denso Iridim Plug

Oil Filter

Brake Pad

Mintex Brake Pad

$128

X-REV

$138

OWS NA RACING

$138

MOBIL 1 GOLD

Throttlebody
Washing Service
Removes contamination that
builds up over long periods
of use. Expect smooth airflow,
increased power and torque
after a good throttle body wash!

Fuel Filter

Air FIlter

$108

PENZOIL

$118

HYPERTEC

Air Con Servicing & Repairs
Proper servicing of Air Condition
systems to ensure the cooling system
is working in good conditions.
• General Repairs • Top Up Refrigerant •
Washing of Air Con Systems • Changing
of Coolant Hose • Detect Leakage •
Replacement of Air Con Parts

Air Con Filter

Sonax Flush

Motor Flush

Coolant

CHUAN LEE HIN TYRES TRADING One Stop
Auto Services Centre

50, Bukit Batok St. 23, #02-01 Midview Building Singapore 659578
Tel: 6862 6818 Fax: 6862 6828

0% Interest Installment Plan Avaliable
* Conditions Appky

We Specialize • Air-Con • Servicing and Repair • Car Stereo • Car Accessories • Sport Rims and Tyres

Operating Hour: Mon-Sat: 8.30am - 6.30pm Close on Sunday & public Holidays
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i.C.E.

IN - CAR ENTERTAINMENT SPECIAL

WATTS &
TORQUE

Do Mix

THIS EURO-R
SAYS IT ALL
21_Rev06_IceCover.indd 1
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In Car Entertainment
$900

$999

ONWARDS

Caska

Pioneer AVH 4350

Clarion

with
installation
1 Year
Warranty

ESX Audio

DB Drive

MB Quart

Soundstream

Security

Spy alarm

Steel Mate Alarm

Steel mate tpms

reverse sensor

reverse camera

video recorder

Led
$50

$100

$199

ONWARDS

For
4 Doors

From

$110
Rainbow LED

LED DOOR handle

L.E.D Door

L.E.D Door

H.i.d

h.i.d

Customised led

Customized sticker

event setup

LTA Approved sunroof

OWS - ServicingAt $78 Only! (5W40 + Oil filter + 24 Points check)

ows
multilight

OWS Dot 4
Brake Fluid

OWS
ATF

OWS
syncro

ows
Leichtlauf

OWS
ows Longlife
Superturbo
Coolent

OWS
168

OWS
610

OWS
889

OWS
613

OWS
3-in-1

Performance

d2
CoilOver

d2
Brake kit

Brisk
Spark Plug

Jun
Crankshaft

Jun
Conrod

Jun
Camshaft

Jun
Piston

Broquet

EBC
Brake Pad

Hurricane

Bodykits - From $120 Onwards!

E92 M3
Conversion front

Mercedes
C Class

Subaru
INGS

Honda
Fit

Honda
Accord

Swift
Sport

Kia Cerato

Lancer ex

184 Woodlands Industrial Park E5 #01-04 S757514 Tel: +65 6363 3505
Operation Hours: Tuesday - Sunday (Monday Off) 9.30am - 7pm
Website: www.xquisiteworks.com / www.sgautobazaar.com Email: jordan@xquisiteworks.com

UOB 0% Interest Free
Installment Plans Available
We Accept:

xquisiteworks_310311a.indd 1
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I.C.E. SHOP

I.C.E, Performance,
and Many More!

With a host of great services under one roof, Xquisitew@rks will more than satisfy your needs.

services under one roof, saving car
enthusiasts time, as well bringing
them convenience.
Established in 2006, Xquisitew@rks
not only offers the services of a regular
servicing workshop, but also provides
customized car decal, a wide range
of accessories, car number plate,
and even embroidery services. But
what stands out most amongst all
of the above would be their range
of I.C.E parts and the customized
installation and fabrication works.
Many drivers often find it hard to
allocate time to visit their respective
workshops to pamper their beloved
rides. Be it a routine servicing, or
purchasing and installing aftermarket
parts and aesthetic enhancements,
it often involves spending more than
half a day, and visiting more than just
one workshop.
Located in the north of Singapore,
you’ll find a solution to the above
problem. Xquisitew@rks realized
that for most of us, 24 hours in a
day isn’t enough. With that in mind,
they’ve managed to offer a host of

are even pre-cut car decals which
you can purchase and beautify your
car with.
While I browsing their showroom, I
realized their I.C.E products go beyond
what you’ll find at most shops. Other
than the regular brands of amplifiers,
car speakers and head-units, they
even carry high quality cables and the
acclaimed CASKA multimedia unit.
We managed to catch Jordan, owner
of Xquisitew@rks and he managed to
tell us more about what his shop can
do for his customers.

With a team of experienced
technicians, no job is too big for them,
and they will always try to satisfy your
every request.
Walking into their showroom, you’ll find
tower after tower of glass showcases
filled with I.C.E parts, accessories,
and aftermarket performance parts.
From the most basic spark plugs and
air filters, to car audio amplifiers and
speakers. In the service area, there

“We believe in providing top notch
workmanship and a “customerfirst” policy over here at Xquisitew@
rks. Having a team of experienced

technicians, we have years of expertise
in the installation and customization of
I.C.E setups. Only the finest materials
and products are used, ensuring
show-quality finishing and a great
audio and visual experience. We will
always try to adhere to customers’
requests and provide them with
sound advice so that they will be able
to make informed decisions.”
With such reassuring words coming
from the owner himself, you can be
sure you’ll only get the best when you
visit Xquisitew@rks.
Xquisitew@rks is located at 184
Woodlands Industrial Park E5,
#01-04, S 757514 Call 6363 3505 or
visit http://www.xquisiteworks.com
& www.sgautobazaar.com for more
information. Operation hours: 9.30am
to 7pm (Tuesday – Sunday.
Monday off)
APR 2011 23
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I.C.E. Car

Going Beyond the Exterior
High performance figures, an eye catching exterior, and a solid I.C.E package. This car has it all.

Another R badged Honda graces our
pages this issue. With a following all
over the world, Honda's R engines
are widely regarded as the best
naturally-aspirated ones ever created,
Honda’s VTEC power plant never fails
to capture our attention.

5Zigen livery with matching rims

In its 2nd generation, this Honda
Accord Euro-R (CL7R) is a JDM model.
Simply speaking, it is only available
in the Japanese domestic market
(hence the term JDM). Keeping in line
with the Honda’s Type R heritage, this
CL7R comes with a 220BHP K20A
engine, the exact same one as the
Integra Type R (DC5R).

and a tastefully done up exterior, this
CL7R never fails to put a smile on
Jordan’s face whenever he’s in the
driver seat.

on the weekends. It is of little wonder
why importers chose to bring this
mean machine to our shores.

Purple LED lighting to match the exterior

Spoon Calipers - A hint of JDM-ness

However, what we have with us here
is far from stock. Jordan’s CL7R
has taken on a whole new look
with 5Zigen livery on a matte black
and purple base colour. Of course,
the rims of choice are from 5Zigen.
JDM goodness can be found in the
signature blue Spoon brake calipers
which provide the braking power
one needs. Not content with merely
looking good, Jordan decided to
do a full performance upgrade for
the stock 8,000RPM redline K20A
engine as well.

were chosen: a mono amp for the
woofer, and a 4 channel one for the
speakers. Of course, the factory
head-unit simply couldn’t unleash
the potential of such a setup. Having
said that, a Pioneer’s P80 head-unit
provided the platform for achieving
only the best in sound quality through
its various tuning capabilities.
With a potent concoction of
horsepower, an impressive I.C.E setup

Honda’s high revving K20A engine

What caught our attention though,
was the car's I.C.E setup. The car's
stereo system got a full overhaul of its
own sorts. The factory speakers were
thrown out and replaced with a set
of quality component speakers from
the DB Drive 7 Series line up. These
provide excellent reproduction of all
audio frequencies and hence they
were chosen for not only the front, but
for the rear as well. Jordan decided
to go with a 12” DB Drive Subwoofer
based on its visually appealing
design as well as high performance
specifications. Two external amplifiers
from DB Drive’s top range A7 series

HKS Circle Earth Grounding System

Fast Facts: Honda Accord
Euro-R (CL7R)
EXTerior

18” 5Zigen Rims, Hankook Ventus V12
Evo Tyres, Fully Customized Stickers by
Xquisitew@rks, Fully Customized LED,
Sunroof

DB Drive and Soundstream Goodies

With rather discreet and subtle styling
in its stock form, the CL7R doesn’t
give off the bad boy racer vibes. Being
so, it is suitable for those looking for a
car with executive looks on a weekday,
and race track worthy performance

DB Drive 7 Series Component Speakers

Interior

STRi Shift Lamp, Apexi RSM, Hondata
K100 ECU, Autometer Oil/Water
Temperature Gauge, MOMO Drifting
Steering Wheel, Skunk2 Gearknob,
Short Shifter, TAKATA 4-point Harness

Audio

Pioneer P80RS Headunit, Pioneer AVHP6300BT In-Dash DVD Player, DB Drive
7 Series Component Speakers, DB Drive
OKUR Series A7 125.4, DB Drive A7
1100.1, DB Drive Capacitor, DB Drive
12” Subwoofer

Video 2 x 8” LCD Display on the back
Entertainment for the rear passengers

of driver and passenger seat.

Lighting

Photographer Roger Chua / Monstrosity

Customized Angel Eye LED Headlights,
Undercarriage LED Strips, Daytime
Running Light, Door Handle LED, Front
Grille LED, Fender Grille LED, Legroom
LED
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I.C.E

1. DLS C6A

Part of DLS’ performance series is the C6A, a
2-way 6.5” component speaker. It utilizes DLS
EFR-technology for improved midrange and
overall sound quality. Separate filter boxes for
bass and tweeter with air coils ensures maximum
performance. The 20mm T20 silk dome tweeters
have a selectable tweeter level to accurately
reproduce the high frequencies of your music.
ADK – 6742 8275

5. Pioneer DEH-3350UB

This single din CD Receiver not only has looks, but functions
to boot as well. Features include Advance Sound Receiver for
enhanced audio reproduction and hassle-free connectivity to
your iPod/iPhone. You will be able to locate an AUX-in and
USB port on the front for easy connectivity to your music
players and external storage devices. An in-built MOSFET
50x4 watts amplifier also produces excellent sound quality.
Xquisitew@rks – 6363 3505

2. SX Audio SE2150

Offering
solid
technology,
high
manufacturing quality and gorgeous
design, the ESX Audio SE2150 certainly
sets new standards in this price range.
The SE2150 is one of the top models of
ESX’s new amplifier line up and it is fully
equipped with features that will bring
you hours and hours of enjoyment.
Xquisitew@rks – 6363 3505

5. Clarion VX709A

3. MTX Audio CTC 260

Upgrade your factory speakers to a set
of MTX Audio CTC 260. The component
speaker comes with a 6” woofer to produce
high quality low and mid frequencies while
the pair of tweeters take care of the high
notes. You will be surprised at its high
quality finishing despite having an extremely
reasonable price tag.
In Phone – 6382 2262

Car entertainment has got better with the 7” 2-din Clarion
VX709A. It packs a long list of features with an intuitive
interface and is capable of playing almost every type of
media formats including DivX. The VX709A offers flexible
connectivity with a wide variety of input and output so you
are assured of seamless audio and visual entertainment.
Xquisitew@rks – 6363 3505

CRANK UP YOUR VOLUME
Make yourself heard with all the latest innovations from around the globe

8. Pioneer AVH-P4250DVD

6. Vision Head-Unit for Suzuki Swift

With a seamless user interface, Pioneer’s 2-din DVD
player, the AVH-P4250DVD enhances usability and
playability. The increased compatibility with various
multimedia allows you to play various digital compression
formats without compromising on the audio and video
quality. Supported formats even include DivX video files
that can be played from your media source and there is
also a RGB input for added connectivity.
Motec – 6265 3558

View videos and movies in crystal clear sound quality with
this customized 7” touch screen DVD head-unit. It is packed
with plenty of entertainment features as well as a host of other
utility features including a built-in GPS navigator. Connectivity
is not an issue since it supports both USB devices and SD
card. Bluetooth calling function is also included
Autoform – 6294 5500

9. DLS ASB 120

7. Vision Head-Unit for Mazda 3

Vision has customized a head-unit which easily replaces the
car’s factory built-in one. With a large 7” DVD touchscreen
that can support DVD, VCD, MP3, MPEG4/WMA formats
and more, it is also capable of playing music and videos
while you are navigating with its GPS feature.
Autoform – 6294 5500

In a 44 litres seal enclosure lies 2 x DLS KW
10, a 10” sub-woofer which works well to
produce the low frequencies needed. At the
back you will find a SBA 185 amplifier which
puts out 265 watts RMS to cater to your high
demands on sound. With this active subwoofer box, your needs for a solid sounding
thumping bass will be instantly satisfied.
ADK 6742 8275

10. Hertz DSK 130

The Hertz DSK 130 is a 5¼” 2 way component
speaker that comes complete with a 15mm mylar
dome tweeter. This speaker is part of Hertz’s Dieci
Line aimed at obtaining high efficiency, maximum
tonal quality and high grade tonal accuracy. The DSK
130 combines a woofer that pumps out extreme
solid bass with a high quality tweeter that makes it a
perfect replacement for those factory speakers.
In Phone – 6382 2262
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I.C.E. REVIEW

1. DLS CA 41
Established in 1979, DLS has since won
numerous awards in various speaker
championships and sound-off competitions.
Needless to say, they produce one of the
best aftermarket audio components for
various applications such as cars and boats.
Within their 3 lines of car audio amplifier,
you’ll find the CA 41. It is a multi-channel
amplifier with a power output of 4x70 watts
and in mono bridge-connection mode, it
churns out a staggering 200 watts for those
power-hungry speakers of yours. The CA 41
also has built-in/switchable low and high pass
filters and a bass boost feature which allows
you to increase the figures from 25 to 80 HZ,
and 0 – 18 DB. In the event of overload, the
amplifier also has a built-in protection circuit
which shuts it down. To work in harmony with
the various types of head-units that one may
use, CA 41 also has a high level input with an
auto start function.
With a 4x70 watts setup, the amplifier is
a superb choice to power your vehicle’s
speakers. While in bridge connection mode,
you can even use it for both your speakers as
well as subwoofer.

PUSHING
BOUNDARIES

Push the tempo and take your party on the road
with these aurally powerful systems

2. CASKA
The CASKA unit is a 2-din
replacement for your factory headunit which offers you the ease of a
plug-and-play installation coupled
with countless features. The CASKA
unit fits smoothly and unobtrusively
into your car’s dashboard design.
It matches the original equipment
manufacturer’s (OEM) dashboard
size, curvature, colour, design and
even the colour of backlighting
perfectly.
Bringing the latest navigation
technology into your multimedia
unit, the high quality electronic
components and parts ensure a
first class navigation experience.
First time users need not worry
about having to go through a thick
instruction manual to learn how to
use it. This new generation of CASKA
comes with a breathtakingly hightech design which is easy to use yet
lets you reach all the functions the
unit provides. The utterly logical menu
system along with the multilingual

capability ensures a user-friendly
experience. All these are accessed
via a high resolution touch screen
of up to 8” with an 800x480 native
resolution and 16 million colours.
The list of features are equally
impressive. Besides supporting
various multimedia formats such as
MPEG, MP3, WMA and JPG, it also
supports with DivX and Xvid AVI (with
subtitles). Media playback is available
for CD, DVD, USB 2.0, SD, microSD
and you can hook up your iPod,
iPhone, and even your Bluetooth
enabled mobile device.
Last but not least, digital TV is also
supported and answering of calls
on your mobile is an ease with the
Bluetooth enabled calling function
of the head-unit. And Because of
the CASKA’s plug-and-play nature,
and the original fit feature, all of
the steering wheel control buttons
and knobs work perfectly after the
installation of your CASKA.
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POWER UNLEASHED

Free Trial!

Testimonials:

First 10 Customers
Will Be Entitled To A
Promotional Price of $800
Usual Price $950

“The feeling after having the ECU installed is simply wonderful. Throttle response has never been so
good! Never knew that our X can hit 6k RPM so quickly! Overtaking is a piece of cake now and I believe
like what some of the bros here mentioned, fuel consumption will be better because we can afford to be
light footed on the gas pedal, yet not sacrificing on power” – Laserwheel , Japanese Car make
“Just got the Hage ECU installed on my ride yesterday. Just one word can sum up all that I’m feeling:
“Incredible”. Now the car feels like a totally different creature. The throttle response is so smooth and
responsive that I have to change the way I drive” – Birdie, Japanese Car Make
“I just got back from Ipoh last night and the drive was superb. I managed to hit 200km/h effortlessly and
had to control my right foot to prevent myself from going any faster. Overtaking is a breeze and it makes
long distance driving less strenuous. For those who have already installed the ECU, do keep an eye on the
speedometer or you’ll find yourself going above the speed limit without even realising it” – Taylormade Mark-X
The ECU is the brain that controls how your car performs before any other enhancement. Most original stock cars are delivered by
manufacturers in standard mode below its true optimal performance. Our job is to help unleashed the power within.
Brought to you by professional Engineers and Tuners in Japan, the Hage Power ECU Tunemaster
series offers you the capability to do DUAL AFR and ETC (Electronic Throttle Control) tuning.
Experience the significant BHP gain and a lower FC in it, and the rest is in the Head.

Hage Distribution Pte Ltd
Blk 3015 Ubi Road 1 #02-234 (S) 408704 Tel: 8488 6998 Email: info@hage.com.sg
Authorised Dealers:
GT Auto Sound Trading Pte Ltd, Blk 1069 Eunos Ave 5 #01-175 S(409748) Tel: 6280 6636
Power Express, Autobay@Kaki Bukit, 1 Kaki Bukit Ave 6 #01-80 S(417833) Tel: 9115 4329
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REVIEWS

AN
ECU
PACKED
TO THE BRIM WITH FEATURES

Offering tuning capabilities of
a standalone ECU, the Hage
Power ECU is in actual fact
merely a piggyback unit which
doesn’t cost an arm or a leg.

The process of tuning a car is akin to
the finishing strokes of a great piece
of art. If done well, it’ll compliment the
accompanying performance upgrades,
the same way a few significant
brushstrokes can make or break a
piece of art.
There a various ways you can go about
tuning your vehicle. You can choose
from a reflash of your factory ECU, a
basic air-fuel controller, a piggyback
unit or a standalone ECU. There are
limitations of the abilities of each type of
ECU and selection should be based on
your engine setup and probably your
budget as well. Engaging the correct
tuner is of utmost importance as there
is no use getting the best ECU money
can get, when your tuner doesn’t know
his way around it.
Of course, if finances permit, everyone
would opt for a standalone ECU as it
replaces the factory ECU and allows full
control over all of the car’s parameters.

However the cost of such ECUs
is in the region of a few thousand
dollars and it’s not exactly something
everyone can afford.
The Hage Power ECU is perhaps the
closest you can get to a standalone
ECU, without paying the high price
of one. Suitable for most EFI cars
regardless if it’s running a NA, turbocharged, or super charged setup,
installation is a breeze with the plugand-play harness which is available
for most car models.
During installation, the wiring harness
of the Hage Power ECU will be
passed through the fire wall of your
vehicle and connected to your ECU.
Thereafter, the exposed wires will be
covered with high quality wire loom
to ensure that it wouldn’t be exposed
to heat and oil from the engine bay.
The Hage Power ECU will then be
mounted in the interior of your vehicle,
most of the time below the glove
compartment.
The Hage Power ECU is a fully
programmable engine management
system which channels over 53,000
fuel and ignition parameters through
a vehicle’s standard ECU to deliver
maximum power, optimized drivability
and improved fuel consumption.

Preparing the ECU Harness

Harness in the engine bay

Ready to go into the engine bay

The “Brain” of the car

Pass the firewall, into the engine bay

Sorting out the wires

Other than the standard piggyback
features, the ECU is also able to
control electronic boost control, water
injection, launch control and even
additional injectors. Such features
which are usually only found in full
standalone ECUs are now available
on a piggyback as well!
In the hands of an experienced
tuner, the power band of the vehicle
can be optimized according to your
preference. You will certainly be able
to feel the difference in power before
and after installation and tuning of the
Hage Power ECU.
For more informations, please contact
Hage Distribution Pte Ltd.
Hotline: 8488 6998

Soldering the harness to the ECU

Wireloom for the wires for added protection

Plugging it in
Dynapack dynometer.

Installation complete!

Time to increase the horsepower figures!
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1. Advance Coilover
A worthy investment one should
make if they wish to upgrade their
car’s handling is to purchase a set
of coilovers. Not only does it lower
your car and gives it a sportier
look, the lower of center of gravity
will improve your ride’s handling
abilities. Advance Coilover features
a 32 stage damping adjustment
and high quality pillow mounts.
Height and preload can also be

adjusted separately, giving you the
freedom to fine tune and adjust
your suspension to suit your car’s
handling characteristics. Each
coilover goes through an extensive
QC process and is made using
only top quality materials. There
is also a 1 year warranty period
against defects.
Jeep Chee – 6745 4700

2. Bizol Green Oil
Known for their prowess in
precision engineering, Bizol’s
German engineers has developed
a cutting-edge product using state
of the art and unique technologies.
Bizol Green Oil conforms to major
requirements of the newest types
of petrol and diesel motors. Even
under extreme operating conditions,
its wear protection and lubricating
properties remain unchanged.
Benefits reaped are of course

countless. Cold start performance
is consistent and the engine runs
smoothly under all conditions. In the
stop and go traffic of our island, it
vital that our engine is able to handle
the stress of such situations and the
Bizol Green Oil doesn’t disappoint.
With their good wear-protection
properties, engine life is increased
and wear and tear is reduced.
Akeno – 6848 4218

UP

CLOSE

Get a close up view of these products
that caught our eye

3. Spy Alarm
An alarm system is always a worthy
buy as other than functioning
as a vehicle security system,
it also provides a host of other
useful features. Spy Alarm has an
extensive range of products to
cater to the needs of discerning
users. Their product range includes
two way alarm systems, GPS/
GSM alarm and one way alarm
systems. To further compliment
their sophisticated alarm systems,

Spy Alarm also has introduced
various addon upgrades such as
microwave sensor, window role
up module and trunk actuator.
Featuring numerous primary and
secondary functions, stylish remote
designs and top notch build quality,
Spy Alarm systems are definitely
the choice when it comes to car
alarm systems.
Xquisitew@rks – 6363 3505

4. EBC Green Stuff
Since its initial launch in 1997,
EBC’s number one selling sport
pad, the EBC Green Stuff, has
sold over 3 million sets worldwide.
The EBC Green Stuff is designed
for spirited street driving and
suited for hot hatch and sports
compacts below 200HP.
These pads have a high friction
coefficient, great initial bite from
cold right up to 600C. Another
major advantage of the Green

Stuff compound is its low dust
properties. It cuts down between
60-90% of the dust commonly
associated with most competitive
types of semi-metallic pad yet not
sacrificing on performance. Any
residual dust can also be washed
off with ease. Green Stuff pads are
available for a huge range of cars
including SUVs and MPVs.
Works Performance – 9235 3656
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SHOP

A Complete Solution for

Your Motoring Needs

Not contented as just being a one stop solution for the everyday motorist, BCC
has stepped it up a notch and is the French automobile workshop specialists.

Back in 1975, Billy and Company
started operating as a Mobile Service
Station providing repair services for
customers’ vehicles. With impeccable
service and top notch workmanship,
they have grown to become a well
equipped venue offering complete
solutions
for
your
automotive
needs and are now known as BCC
Automotive Pte Ltd.
Located in Sin Ming Industrial
Estate, they have a main office for
administrative matters, a servicing
workshop, as well as a CNG
workshop. BCC has established good
track records and a strong reputation
in the automotive industry and created
a niche for themselves in the repair of
continental vehicles such as Renault,
Peugeot, Citroen and Opel.
Their stellar reputation and recognition
in the industry speaks volumes for
itself. From 1999 to 2007, they were
the authorized Renault Service Centre
and currently, BCC is the approved
workshop for Automobile Association

of Singapore as well as authorized
repair workshop for several motor
insurance companies.

the entire process. Aftersales staff will
even send you prompt reminders for
routine checks.

Of course, proper facilities and a
knowledgeable team are essential
for continual success. With more
than 20 service bays and 40 staff at
your service, no problem will be too
big for them. You can’t miss their
striking yellow and grey signboard
upon arrival. A cozy waiting lounge
is available for customers while their
vehicles are being serviced.

BCC also offers insurance and claims
services for motorists. With highly
experienced advisors, they will do
their best to ensure your claims are
hassle free and done in the quickest
possible time. They even have general
insurance services such as personal
and business insurance.

When we say a complete solution, we
really do mean it. Routine maintenance
services, general repairs, electronic
engine diagnosis, the list goes on.
Batteries and tyres replacement,
panel beating and spray painting and
even interior and exterior grooming
services are available as well.
They even have a dedicated workshop
for the installation of CNG kits.
Being one of the largest installers in
Singapore, they will guide you through

BCC aims to provide superior services
to satisfy the needs of its customers
with focus on convenience, speed,
quality and personalized services.
Visit our service counters today and
experience the difference in service
quality and one stop solutions.
BCC Automotive Pte Ltd is located
at 1 Sin Ming Industrial Estate Sector
C, #01-101, Singapore 575636.
Call 6552 5588 or visit http://www.
bcc.sg for more information.
Operation hours:
8.30am – 5.30pm (Mon – Sat)
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SHOP

Taking Care of Those
Unwanted Gases

Fast gaining popularity as a workshop which not only specializes in exhaust works,
but offering enticing promotions and servicing packages.

Contrary to what most believe, a
louder exhaust doesn’t necessarily
mean better performance. Not only
do you risk getting on the wrong
side of the law with your deafening
exhaust note, most of the time you’ll
get miserable low end torque with that
loud, blaring exhaust of yours.
There are several considerations when
choosing a perfect exhaust system to
compliment your setup, and that in
itself, can affect your car’s eventual
performance by a huge extent.
The diameter of your exhaust piping,
the material used, the type of bends,
the list goes on. Should you find it too
hard to digest such technical terms,

and demand, and even inspection
services and insurance claims.
Future plans include expanding their
show room to cater to a larger crowd
and to meet the needs of every car
lover. With such dedication to their
work, 833 Motorsports is certainly the
name to look out for!
you can always leave it to the guys at
833 Motorsports.
Despite being in the business for only
2 years, 833 Motorsports has always
been committed to providing top
notch service backed by the technical
know-how of an experienced team at
a competitive price. There are only a
handful of shops doing exhaust works
and 833 Motorsports is fast gaining
popularity amongst discerning car
owners out there.

With costs of owning a car frequently
on the rise, 833 Motorsports is able
to bring savings to its customers
with its competitively priced servicing
packages. No, we’re not talking about
cheap semi-synthetic or mineral
engine oils, but fully synthetic ones
from renowned brands such as OWS,
Mobil and Blitz.

833 Motorsports Pte Ltd is
located at Blk 20 Sin Ming
Industrial Estate Sector A, #01-16,
Singapore 575678. Call 6457 7833 /
9233 0833 / 9299 0833 or visit
http://www.833motorsports.com for
more information.
Operation hours:
9am – 6pm (Mon – Sat)

There are also various different
promotions every 1 – 3 months with
items such as carbon fibre bonnets
going at a steal.
833 Motorsports’ services do not
just stop there. Shelf after shelf of
performance parts line their show
room walls and if you are unable
locate something to your liking, feel
free to let them know, and they’ll
specially import it for you. Other
services provided include turbo
charger installation, customized work
for your car to satisfy your every need
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S$7.95 (INC. GST)

ON SALE

APRIL 2011

AVAILABLE ON NEWSTANDS AND VIA
SUBSCRIPTION IN SINGAPORE, MALAYSIA,
INDONESIA, PHILIPPINES AND HONG KONG

FORMULA 1, SPORTSCARS, TOURING
CARS, NASCAR, INDYCAR, RALLYING,
DRIFTING, ASIAN RACING SERIES
WITH REGULAR SPECIAL FEATURES FROM
AROUND THE REGION

COVERAGE OF ALL THE MOST
IMPORTANT MOTORSPORT NEWS
IN THE WORLD AND

ESPECIALLY IN ASIA

ACROSS THE CAUSEWAY

COLDER TEMPERATURES,

MK2 SHIVERS

The winter came and stayed, making itself known with a bout of snowfall that was the most
that London had ever seen…

A caveat to readers: since the car has
been bought nearly half a year ago and
this is only the second article of this
restoration series, there needs to be
some ‘catching up’ to do and thus the
progress might not be chronologically
correct. But fear not, everything that
has been done will be mentioned here!
Picking up from where we left out
last issue, the car had all of its brakes
renewed.
Yes, that includes the rotors as well
as the pads, leaving only the callipers.
The car was parked up for so long that
the rotors corroded so badly, given
appalling resistance to overheating.
It is not like the rust you see on your
rotors after giving it a wash – this rust
would probably never come off and, if
you brake hard enough, the pads might
even eat through the wafer-thin rotors.
Yes, all very disturbing how this car
was previously maintained, but the
brakes were replaced at a reasonable
price, given that I wasn’t looking for
aftermarket items. I had a whole new
set of pads, nice and thick and ready for
another few years of driving, together
with shiny new rotors. This must be one
of the best confidence boosts I ever had
in the Mk2, because after this was done
and with claims from the workshop that
the car needed no more work, I made
the car’s first maiden trip out of London
to Birmingham.
First thing I noticed was that the new
brakes made an unusual clonking noise
once the car had done 20-30 miles –
strange because it isn’t there when the
car is cold. Sometimes it is there while
sometimes it completely disappears.
I’m putting it down to something loose
with the pads somewhere, allowing

it to shake in its housing. But it isn’t
bothering me too much so I left it aside
for more pressing problems. The car
performed well during the road trip, no
warning lights, no tyre punctures and
no problems. I thought all was well until
I parked the car up after the journey and
started it again.
The worrying low coolant level light
came on – it is probably the most feared
red light I have ever seen (exceeding
even traffic lights and my BlackBerry’s
red notification light) and went to check
it straightaway.
At first, we denied ourselves of the
possibility of a hefty head gasket
problem, topping it up first and
attributing it to some leak from the
radiator pipes. But those were fixed and
the light continued to come on every
week. The inevitable was confirmed
– plumes of smoke arose from the rear
exhaust and it was a signal that coolant
was leaking into the cylinders. The head
gasket needed to be replaced.
This was the single-most expensive fix
I had to cough out for the Mk2, and
it was the threshold where I had to
decide whether it was worth spending
on at all. After some deliberation and
deciding that I would keep the car for
at least the next 2 years, I invested in
a new head gasket and went to leave
the car at the workshop. On my journey
to the workshop, I was depressing my
clutch at the lights when suddenly, I lost
resistance in the clutch pedal. You got
to be kidding me.
On my way to the workshop to fix my
car, my car broke down! I called the
Automobile Association, confident that
they would take me out of my plight of
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being stuck in the middle of the road
with traffic all zooming around me. But
due to the freezing and icy conditions,
many other drivers needed help too.
So their response to me was ‘Sorry, we
can’t help you at this moment. Please
call back in 24 hours.’ Imagine my
frustration. I then called 999, the first
time in my life I ever called the police
for help.
They were amused at AA’s response
and sent down some boys to help
me push my car to a quiet side road.
Thank goodness for the police’s quick
response! They were down within
minutes and there I was sitting on the
side road waiting for a tow truck from
my workshop. What bad luck as it
seems as the tow truck driver sprung a
punctured tyre.
After the fiasco, it must have been one
of the worst days ever without the Mk2,
knowing that it is undergoing major
surgery while at the same time fearing
of even more problems from other parts
of the car. The cold weather also posed
more problems – we couldn’t tell if the
white exhaust fumes were because of
the vapour (normal) or from coolant (not
normal). But below the coolant reservoir
cap, it usually gave concrete evidence
of a head gasket leak – the presence of
a mayo-like substance.
So I got the car back, with the wallet
a lot lighter and not knowing what to
expect. I was slipping and sliding on the
icy roads but I eventually made it back
home safely, with the Mk2 adopting a
snow hat for Christmas. I flew back to
Singapore, escaping the extreme cold
and came back after two weeks to drive
the car again. Read the next instalment
to see how the car fares…
APR 2011 37
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SPORTS

STAND21
PROTECT THE DRIVER FIRST

Embroideries galore!

Every Stand21 piece is handmade with tender
loving care!

Stand21 is the official racewear partner for
Porsche Motorsport.

To some people, looking good is of
utmost importance and regardless of
whether you end up in a win or loss,
at least you still look good. This vanity
or rather, personal responsibility of
presenting well to others, is one of the
main factors behind fashion.

the driver from head to toe, Stand21
focuses on saving lives and promoting
safety in motorsports. Having been
around for more than four decades, it is
a family business today that has grown
from to 150 employees worldwide,
including exclusive dealers.

In a sport like motorsports, where you
undergo strong G-forces or perspire
profusely in your racing suit under the
hot sun, it is rather hard to feel or smell
glamourous at the end of the race.

Unlike other mass-market racewear
brands, Stand21 prides itself on
making made-to-measure safety gear
for racing drivers, instead of massproduced standard sizes sold off
shelves. For example, a racing suit
can be fully customised from body
fitting measurements right down to
suit design and even stitch colour. This
makes it possible for you to look as best
as you can with your own design in your
preferred colours!

Safety is the most crucial in any sports
and in motorsports where high speeds
are concerned, looking good is the last
thing on your mind when you are taking
that tight corner or blasting down the
straight. In fact, the way you drive and
driving fast is probably already a form of
looking good.
But Stand21, a French racewear
manufacturer, has managed to come
up with the perfect solution of looking
good and staying safe. When I visited
their headquarters in October last year,
I had a most inspiring trip. It wasn’t just
about understanding their products
or having a close-up preview of their
production processes, but I learnt a lot
more about the safety in motorsports
and how it can actually simply start with
what you wear to race.

Text & Photos Cheryl Tay

Embracing the theory of protecting

Stand21 is only one of TWO HANS suppliers in the world.

Proving that it is not all brawn without
brain, Stand21’s products are also
backed by advanced safety technologies
such as Heat Stress Control – a
medical research programme that
Stand21 embarked on. They invested,
researched and then innovated a unique
breathable, stretchable and fireproof FIA
8856-2000 homologated fabric from.
Stand21 also created the world’s first
breathable racing suit and is only one of
two licensees for the HANS (Head and
Neck Support) device globally.
Successful in Europe, the United States
and some parts of Asia, it was only

What colour do you want your name in?
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Multi-colours anytime!

a matter of time before someone in
Singapore learns about Stand21 and
decides to share the benefits of the
brand and what it stands for, with our
local motorsports community.

relapse and caused him a lot of pain
later in life. The impact of his crashes
was greatest on the neck, shoulders
and back, giving him unforgiving
perpetual aches.

Lawrence Lee, managing director of
leading local automotive business Fong
Mui Garage R Pte Ltd, was introduced
to Stand21 through a customer. Also
the team principal of the endurance race
winning team HKS Garage R Racing,
Lee experienced for himself (along
with his racing drivers) how Stand21’s
products greatly improved driver safety
in motorsports.

“My body experiences a lot of pain
although I did not injure myself or do
anything strenuous lately. It’s a reversion
of my past injuries which I didn’t expect.
As a result, my whole lifestyle had to
change drastically as I engage new
methods such as practising yoga at
True Yoga to heal my body,” Lee said.

“After using Stand21, I realised the
significance of safety gear and how
it can save lives as well as achieve
peak performance for drivers. I used
to track a lot but I suffered two major
car crashes and had to stop due to the
physical injuries and mental stress from
the hard driving,” Lee shared.
“The injuries may have seemingly
healed, but little did I know that the real
brunt of the pain is only felt many years
later when you thought the worst was
over. Back in those days, driver safety
equipment like the HANS device was
not common. But now, it is compulsory
for most motor racing series in the
world,” he added.
Lee’s past injuries cumulated into a

Protecting the driver head to toe!

By relating his own experiences through
the exclusive dealership of Stand21 in
Singapore, Lee aims to educate the
drivers of today about the importance
of safety wear and gear so as to prevent
them from enduring the same kind of
torture and pain he did.
Education is a long-term process which
takes a lot of patience, requiring the
heart to do it. Most people learn quickly
after being taught a lesson, but why put
yourself through that torment when you
can go down the path of prevention
rather than cure?
Certain things in life have some margin
for error where you can afford to make
a mistake or two and learn from them.
But in the world of fast cars and top
speeds, I’m afraid one blunder might
be enough to kill.

Suit designs can be customised deeply to your
preference.

Carbon helmets anyone?

Yves Morizot, founder of Stand21, with the appointed exclusive distributor for Singapore
and Malaysia.

"Unlike other mass-market racewear brands, Stand21 prides
itself on making made-to-measure safety gear for racing drivers,
instead of mass-produced standard sizes sold off shelves."

Lawrence Lee turned to yoga to help the relapse of his
past injuries from racing.
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TUNE-UP

THE BASICS –

Intake, Header and Exhaust
Upgrading your intake is
a cost-effective way of
increasing the response of
your vehicle.
Many car owners often have the misconception
that modifying your car to increase its performance
is extremely costly. However, this is not entirely
true. A few simple performance upgrades
can make your driving experience a tad more
enjoyable, without burning a hole in your pocket.
With this thought in mind, REV has decided
to come up with a brand new section to
feature the most basic, to full on modifications
for your car. These would include both
performance as well as handling upgrades.
For starters, I would like to introduce to you
the 3 basic performance upgrades available
to almost every car out there – I/H/E. I/H/E
stands for intake, header and exhaust. This
issue, we will be covering the “intake” aspect.
In laymen terms, intake refers to the route which
your car takes in atmospheric air for combustion
purposes. With an increased amount of air, the
energy created by the combustion would be
greater and power would increase as well. This
intake route is made up of 3 main components:
air filter, throttle body and intake manifold.
Almost every car from the factory comes
with an airbox for air intake purposes. The
stock airbox serves to keep out dirt and dust
particles and is designed to have a balance
between fuel efficiency and performance in
mind. However the stock airbox is relatively
restrictive, especially at higher RPM range as
engine can’t “breathe” freely. This doesn’t mean
that by installing an aftermarket intake system,
fuel consumption would increase. More often
than not, the difference is almost negligible.
The most basic way to increase the intake of
air would be by replacing the stock airbox with
one of the following alternative: a drop in air
filter, an open pod air filter, or a cold air intake
system. Each yields gains in various RPM
ranges and selection can be based on your
driving habit or workshop’s recommendation.
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WHEELS

Accelera
Tyres

Pick of the Month

Performance orientated tyres that are easy on the wallet.

Model: KR206
Size: 17 x 7 & 18 x 8 – 5 x 100/114.3
Colour options:
Matt Black with red trimming
Available at JT Global

“I had them fitted to my 2006 Audi S4 Avant and was very sceptical at first.
15,000km later, I had completely changed my mind as I could not really fault them.
They are certainly comparable to the Pirelli and Dunlop tyres that I’ve previously
used on my cars.”

Model: KR626
Size: 17 x 7 & 18 x 8 – 5 x 100/114.3
Colour options:
Hyper Silver
Availableat JT Global

I’m sure many would agree with me
that tyres and brakes are two vital
components of your car that you
shouldn’t be stingy with. Brakes stop
your vehicle and prevent collisions from
happening. While tyres are the only
contact your vehicle has with the road.
Therefore, choosing a tyre suitable for
your vehicle is essential to ensure it
keeps a firm grip on to the road surface
even in wet conditions.
Tyre prices have always been on the
rise, mostly due to the increasing costs
of rubber. It is always a daunting task
for those looking for a reasonably priced
performance tyre. Thankfully, we’ve
uncovered a gem of sorts in the form of
Accelera Tyres.
Their range of tyres includes high
performance passenger car summer
tyres and these are perfectly suited for
use in our tropical climate. One would be
able to pick from more than 10 unique
models, fulfilling the needs of different
types of driver.

Manufactured by PT. Elangperdana Tyre
Industry, Accelera ultra high performance
tyres are designed to be the most
efficient and safest tyre ever thanks to
the EP advanced DeltaMax Technology.
This technology assures a high precision
manufacturing process since all aspects
of the production process is controlled
by a fully digitalized system.
This production is run by the latest
machinery with little human intervention,
thus reducing the margin for error to
almost zero. The EPC – Elangperdana
compound is applied for the thread,
under the thread and the sidewall to
make them strong yet flexible. The
sidewall is supported by strong jointless
beads to enable proper fitting with the
rim to get excellent uniformity of the tyre.
With the double, strong steel belt, the
tyre grips evenly on the road surface
and stays stable and durable even at
high speeds. The introduction of silica
compound further ensures that the tyre
grips excellently even on wet surfaces.
With focus on safety, innovation, creativity

“It was worth every cent of my
money. The tyres grip really well
in the dry and provide decent
performance in the wet as well.”

and customer orientation, tyres are
made specifically with the consumer’s
expectations in mind. Besides distributing
to dealers in the South East Asia region,
Accelera Tyres are also exported to over
50 countries around the world.
The formula behind their success is
simple. Besides utilizing the latest in
manufacturing technology, all tyres go
through a strict QC process and have
various international accreditations
including ECE and DOT. These
accreditations instill confidence in the
consumer when using Accelera tyres,
in turn steadily increasing market share
both domestically and globally.
JT Global is the local distributor for
Accelera Tyres. Do drop by their
showroom to get a better understand
of the tyres as well as to check out their
wide range of products. They are located
at 23 Defu Lane 12, Defu Industrial
Park E, Singapore 539130. For more
information, do not hesitate to call them
at 6457 7330.

Model: Enkei RS 05
Size: 16 x 7 – 4 x 100
Colour options:
Black Chrome
Available at Chuan Lee Hin

Model: S910
Size: 17 x 7.5 x 114.3 +42
Colour options:
Black with Gold lip
Available from Chuan Lee Hin

Model: S819
Size: 16 x 7.4 x 100, 4 x 114.3 +40
Colour options:
Black with Gold lip
Available from Chuan Lee Hin
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OTHER SERVICES
• Maintenance & Servicing Of All
types of Motor Vehicles
• Turbo-charged Installation
• Exhaust Enhancement /
Customization
• Full customization Performace
Enhancement
• Import / Export Performace Parts

w ww.8 3 3 m otor sp o r t s.co m

SERVICING PACKAGE FOR JAPANESE CARS
• Includes 10pt Check
Fully
• Original Oil Filter
Synthetic
Engine Oil
• 4litre of 5w 40 Fully Synthetic
Servicing at
Oil (NA Car) @ $78 nett
only
• 4litre of 5w 50 Fully Synthetic
Oil (Turbo Car) @ $98 nett

$78!

Blow Off Valve

Turbo

Blow Off Valve

SERVICING PACKAGE FOR JAPANESE CARS
• Denso Iridum Spark Plug (IK16 / IK20)
• Fully Synthetic Oil (5W-40 / 5W-50) *4litre
• Original Oil Filter / 10pt Check
* Log on to www.833motorsports.com to print out the e-Voucher
and produce upon servicing else it will be charge as normal pricing.

$150
usual: $198

only

SERVICING OF EUROPEAN CARS
• Includes 10pt Check / Original Oil Filter
• Using Fully Synthetic Oil @ $100 - $150 nett
(depending on car model)

Air Filter

Mishimoto
Radiator

Intercooler

• Customization of Wheel Spacer
• Cutomization of Body kits
• Panel Beating & Spray Painting of
Motor Vehicle
• Carbon Fiber Stickers & Tinted Film
• Accidentental Insurance Claims &
Repairing of Motor • Vehicles
• 24 hrs Towing Service
HONDA
FIT/JAZZ
GE OEM
CARBON
FIBER
BONNET

CLEARANCE PRICE:

$388

*limited stock only

ATF Cooler

Titanium Exhaust

Extractor

Bendix
Brake

Mobil 1

Blitz

OWS

Nissan CVT

Mazda ATF

CVTF

Brake Fluid

Denso
Iridium Plug

Summit Bar

Bl k 20 S i n M i n g I n d u s t ri a l Es t a t e Se c t o r A # 0 1 - 1 6 Si n g a p o re 575678
Hp : 9233 0 8 3 3
Ema i l : s a l e s @ 8 3 3 mo t o rs p o rt s . c o m
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CAR CLUB

FORTIANS UNITE
Though only in its infant stage, the SG Fortians car club is quickly
growing in size due to the Forte’s increasing popularity in Singapore.
Committed to bringing out the best
in their cars, SG Fortians is a car
club created by a Jon Lim. Being a
car enthusiast and owner of the Kia
Cerato Forte, he started this forum
together with like-minded friends
who also drive Fortes. The name
SG Fortians represents “The Forte
Owners of Singapore”.
SG Fortians is a place where all
Forte owners come together to
interact and share their knowledge
on anything to do with their cars. It
is the perfect learning ground for first
time owners who are inexperienced
with various aspects of their cars.
Issues related to engine performance
and enhancement, accessories for
aesthetics, audio systems, repairs,
and maintenance are just a few of
the topics talked about in the forum.
Although currently there are slightly
less than a hundred registered
members,
this
actually
allows
members to know each other easily
and forge closer friendships.

for impromptu supper sessions on
a weekday night, to organized meet
ups at places such as Leisure Park
Kallang. For large scale meet ups,
at many as 20 cars may be present.
It is a good chance for forum users
to meet each other in person, rather
than just interact over the forum.
SG Fortians shares all the benefits
with SG Kia Club’s associates and
at the same time, continues to link
up with several car workshops, tires
and rims workshops, and accessory
retailers to bring special privileges and
discounts to its members.

SG Fortians is a free and open forum.
Membership is free and open to
owners of different car makes and
models to join. SG Fortians believes
in creating an environment that is free
for all to come in and enjoy all the
privileges available to all its members
in Singapore. Since the club is young
and still growing, the management is
working hard to creating activities that
are different from others clubs.
If you own a Cerato Forte or are a fan
of the car, visit www.ceratoforte.com.
sg and register as a member now!

Text & Pictures Courtesy of SG Fortians

As with any other car clubs, meet
ups and coffee sessions are a weekly
affair. It ranges from Fortians living in
the same neighbourhood gathering
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Admiralty
Project_S Pte Ltd
10 Admiralty Street #03-75 Northlink
Buiding S’pore 757695 Tel: 6483 9475
Ang Mo Kio
Kar Engineering Pte Ltd
9A Serangoon North Ave 5 S’pore 554500
CNG Gas Station
Tel: 6555 5200 HP: 9227 4272
Kuo Li Auto Workshop
Blk 5035, Ang Mo Kio Ind Park 2 #01-369
S’pore 569536 Tel: 9694 3328
Merlin Motor and Engineering Works
(Subaru Specialist)
10 Ang Mo Kio Industrial Park 2A #03-13
AMK Autopoint S’pore 568047
Tel: 6484 5225
Bukit Batok
Autobacs Venture Singapore Pte Ltd
30 Bukit Batok East Ave 6 S’pore 659761
Tel: 6464 3871
C. Melchers Gmbh & Co
Auto Technik (CNG specialist)
50 Old Toh Tuck Road S’pore 597657
(access via Toh Tuck Link)
Tel: 6462 6518
Li Hong Auto Enterprise
No.1 Bukit Batok Crescent, #08-61
Wcega Plaza S’pore 658064
Tel: 9027 6341
Bukit Merah
Ah Koon Motor (1960) Pte Ltd
Blk 1001 Bukit Merah Lane 3 #01-69
S’pore 159718 Tel: 9665 9141
UK Cool Pte Ltd
SPC Bukit Merah Service Station 3800
Jalan Bukit Merah S’pore 159464
Tel: 6275 6411

Central Business District
Poh Seng Auto Accessories Trading
Blk 8 Short Street #01-15/16
Selegie House S’pore 180008
Tel: 6338 0435
Changi Road
KarCool Air-Con & Engrg Co
271 & 271A Changi Road 5 1/2 M.S.
S’pore 419753 Tel: 6742 7132
Defu Lane
JT Global Pte Ltd
23 Defu Lane 12 Defu Industrial Park E
S’pore 539130 Tel: 6457 7330
Vim Auto Air-Con & Accessories
Blk 9 Defu Lane 10 #01-498 S’pore 539190
Tel: 6281 7990
East Coast/Marine Parade
Chop Yong Moh
386 East Coast Road S’pore 428989
(opp. Caltex petrol Station) Tel: 6344 1854
Eunos
KarCool Air-Con & Engrg Co
Blk 1066 Eunos Ave 4 #01-186
S’pore 409800 Tel: 6844 4991
King’s Way Sound Garage
Blk 1060 Eunos Ave 3 #01-188
S’pore 409850 Tel: 6748 9993
Geylang Road
Soon Lee Audio House
727 Geylang Road(Between Lor 39 & 37)
S’pore 389638 Tel: 9747 8220
Havelock
Cyber Cars Service CentrePte Ltd
548 Havelock Road S’pore 169637
(Behind Shell Petrol Station) Tel: 6836 1238
Jalan Kayu
Golden Hill Auto Trading
223 Jalan Kayu S’pore 799447
Tel: 9631 9688

Jurong
Hong Wee Auto Service
#01-36 5 Pioneer Rd Nth
S’pore 628458 Tel: 6265 0050
Y.C. Auto Service
Blk 9 Pioneer Road North #01-56
S’pore 628461 Tel: 9626 3494
Motec Auto Accessories
(lighting specialist)
Blk 1 Pioneer Road North #01-01
S’pore 628458 Tel: 9274 4999

Hock Tyre Pte Ltd
93 kallang way 3 S’pore 349110
Tel: 6746 6646
Loyang
Jackson Vehicle (Singapore) Pte Ltd
47 Loyang Drive S’pore 508955
Tel: 6788 2088

Sin Ming
Autoimage Enterprise
159 Sin Ming Rd Amtech Building #01-09
S’pore 575717 HP: 9226 9222 / 8207 3439

Toh Guan / IMM
Pitstop R Pte Ltd
48 Toh Guan Rd East Enterprise Hub
#01-111/112 S’pore 608586 Tel: 6686 4542

BVO Automotive
Blk 15 Sin Ming Industrial Estate Sector A
#01-111 S’pore 575673 Tel: 6455 1566

Aoto Pte Ltd
No. 36 Toh Guan Road East Enterprise Hub
#01-42 S’pore 608580 Tel: 6316 9171

Lim Tan Motor Pte Ltd
Blk 8 Sector C #01-50 Sin Ming Ind Estate
S’pore 575643 Tel: 6452 2135

Ubi
2Steer Pte Ltd (BMW Specialist)
51 Ubi Ave 1 #01-14 Paya Ubi Industrial Park
S’pore 408933 Tel: 6747 6457

Nam Huat Auto Accessories
Blk 352 Jurong East Street 31 #01-131
S’pore 600352 Tel: 6566 2080

Marsiling / Woodlands
XA-Motorworks
184 Woodlands Ind Park E5 #01-09
S’pore 757515 Tel: 9187 7530

MAN Exhaust Work
Blk 11 Sin Ming Road Sector B #01-77
Sin Ming Ind Estate S’pore 575655
Tel: 6458 7053

Harmony Motor Pte Ltd
No. 1 Chia Ping Road S’pore 619967
Tel: 6583 0001

Xquisiteworks
184 Woodlands Ind Park E5 #01-04
S’pore 757515 Tel: 9229 2009

SK Garage
28 Jalan Tukang S’pore 619262
HP: 9383 9132

Aoto Pte Ltd
184 Woodlands Ind Park E5 #01-01
S’pore 757515Tel: 9187 7530

Juzz For Cars (BMW Specialist)
Blk 176 Sin Ming Drive #03-13/16
Sin Ming Autocare S’pore 575721
Tel: 6736 0303

Automotive Technology Pte Ltd
3 International Road S’pore 619619
Tel: 6262 1010

Pasir Ris / Loyang/Tampines
Hock Cheong Car Care (SPC Petrol Station)
11 Pasir Ris Drive 4 S’pore 519456
Tel: 6582 2621, 6585 1205

Star Black
ST Kinectic Ltd
249 Jalan Boon Lay S’pore 619523
Tel: 6515 3011
Kaki Bukit
King’s Way Sound Garage
1 Kaki Bukit Ave 6 #02-53 (Autobay)
S’pore 417883 Tel: 6794 9993
Man Garage
1 Kaki Bukit Ave 6 #02-41 Autobay
S’pore 417883 Tel: 6749 1943
Perfect Power Performance Tuning
Blk 1 Kaki Bukit Ave 6 #01-09
S’pore 417883 Tel: 9681 1972

Supplies for OWM, OES: SKODA, VW, AUDI, DAEWOO, LAMBORGHINI, MITSHUBISHI, RENAULT
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Kallang
Auto Buddy
60-D Kallang Pudding Road #01-02
S’pore 349321 Tel: 6743 2318, 9679 0868

Paya Lebar / Circuit Link
Horizon Auto Enterprises Pte Ltd
65 Upper Paya Lebar Road #01-01
Guang Ming Ind Bldg S’pore 534817
Tel: 6285 2883
Auto Works Services Pte Ltd
336 Circuit Link S’pore 379491
Tel: 6844 6204
Sung Beng Auto Pte Ltd
340 & 342 Circuit Road S’pore 379494
(Exit PIE Paya Lebar, Swee Hong Building)
Tel: 9272 4879
Serangoon Gardens
J L Sim Lim Pte Ltd
3 Maju Avenue (Beside Chua Bldg)
S’pore 556681 Tel: 6282 6180 / 6287 4241

MBM Wheelpower Pte Ltd
176 Sin Ming Drive #01-14/15 Sin Ming
Autocare S’pore 575721 Tel: 6451 5333
Khang’s Automatic Transmission Pte Ltd
172 Sin Ming Drive S’pore 575720
Tel: 6456 5200
TTS Eurocars Pte Ltd
383 Sin Ming Drive TTS Centre
S’pore 575717 Tel: 6842 2222
FT Garage
176 Sing Min Drive Sing Ming Auto Care
#05 14 S’pore 575721
Tel: 9336 1888(Fai) Tel: 9105 6769(Kris)
LightSpeed
176 Sin Ming Drive #05-12 S’pore 575721
Tel: 6459 0512
Toa Payoh/Balestier
UK Cool Pte Ltd
462 Balestier Road S’pore 329837
Tel: 6252 3822

Sole Distributor: NyQuist Technology Pte Ltd

Tel: 9382 0113

Auto Dynamac
Blk 3019A Ubi Road 1 #01-28 S’pore 408713
Tel: 6745 9702
Autobacs Venture Singapore Pte Ltd
10 Ubi View S’pore 408543 Tel: 6749 5600
Gary Engineering Services
53 Paya Ubi Ind Park Ave 1 #01-42
S’pore 408934 Tel: 6841 1923
Upper Bukit Timah
Buddy Club
31 Jalan Bumbong S’pore 739853
Tel: 9272 3423
Upper Thomson
Express Motion Pte Ltd
920 Upper Thomson Rd S’pore 787117
Tel: 6453 4522
JL Ocean Pte Ltd
910-H Upper Thomson Road S’pore 787112
(Springleaf Garden) Tel: 6459 1601
Autovox Pte Ltd
452 Tagore Industrial Ave S’pore 787823
Tel: 9631 9688 HP: 9763 1279
Jmax Global Pte Ltd
99 Soo Chow Walk S’pore 575384
Tel: 6459 4050

Email: sales@brisk.com.sg

Website: www.brisk.com.sg
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LIFE

EOS 600D

The Newest Addition To Its Class

The guys at Canon have done it yet again
with a new DSLR that will tempt all budding
photographers out there.
It wouldn’t be hard to find reasons to spend a
chunk of your savings on the new Canon EOS
600D. After all, it packs features which closely
resemble its pricier counterparts in the semi-pro
range yet at a fraction of their cost.

the mood of your image with settings that will
achieve instant results without going through
intensive exposure tweaking. Two options are
available with either shooting by ambience
setting or shooting by lighting/scene type.

A class leading 18-megapixel APS-C-sized
CMOS sensor gives the user the ability to
take breath taking shots. With the staggering
resolution, you are able to churn out gallery
worthy photos. ISO ranges from 100 – 6400
and topping the scales at 12,800 in expandable
mode, snap away with confidence even in low
light conditions.

With the influx of Full HD LED televisions, it’s
all about clarity and sky-high resolutions. The
600D’s 3-Inch Vari-Angle Clear View LCD allows
you to swivel it in almost any possible angle and
together with its Full HD 1080p video recording
capabilities, you can proudly showcase your
work on your LED TV via the miniHDMI terminal.

If you’re a new DSLR user, the 600D’s Scene
Intelligent Auto allows you to take decent
shots without fumbling around and trying to
understand every single function of the camera.
The integrated system analyzes every element
of a scene to produce shots that will awe your
mates. The BASIC+ function lets you adjust

Stepping out of the conventional DSLR
boundaries, Canon has since introduced its own
set of Creative Filters. A total of 5 different effects
are available including Fish-Eye, Miniature, Soft
Focus, Toy Camera and Grainy Black and White
effect. Used in conjunction with your photos,
they can inject a new life into the otherwise
bland scenes.

Canon Singapore – www.canon.com.sg
Canon EOS 600D (Body Only) - $1199.00
Canon EOS 600D Kit I (EF S18-55 IS II) – $1399.00
Canon EOS 600D Kit II (EF S18-135IS) - $1749.00
*Recommended retail price in SGD
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SHOWDOWN of the Tablets
With the new iPad 2 flying off the shelves and thousands queuing to get their hands on
Apple’s latest rendition of their popular tablet, let’s look how it fares against its competitors:
RIM’s Playbook and Samsung’s Galaxy Tab 10.1

Apple iPad
Based on their successful iPad formula,
Apple has created a faster, lighter and
thinner iPad 2 to give its competitors
a run for their money. Retaining the
generous 9.7 inch display capable of a
screen resolution of 1024x768, Apple
has managed to include the sorely
absent camera function in the front
and the back of the device.

Powered by the 1GHZ dual core
A5 processor which is touted to be
twice as fast as its predecessor, it is
running on Apple’s latest iOS – 4.3.
Despite these improvements, the
iPad 2 manages to be a third thinner
and weighs a full 80g lighter than the
original iPad.

RIM Playbook

Samsung Galaxy Tab 10.1
Taking its name from its huge 10.1
inch, the new Galaxy Tab 10.1 has the
largest screen and highest resolution
as compared to its 2 competitors. This
makes movie playback and web surfing
a more enjoyable experience. Despite
its larger screen, it manages to weigh a

tad lighter than the iPad 2 and features
a similar 1GHZ dual core processor.
Cameras are present on the front and
the rear, and Samsung has managed
to even throw in an in-built flash at the
back. OS comes in the form of Google’s
Android 3.0 (Honeycomb).

Research in Motion (RIM) enters the
tablet war with its offering in the form of
the Playbook. Despite a smaller 7-inch
display, its resolution of 1024x600
ensures that the pixel density is higher
and the display is comparable to the
iPad 2. The Playbook also utilizes
a dual core 1GHZ processor with a

whopping 1GHZ of RAM and has both
front and rear facing camera. With the
rear camera capable of recording
1080p HD videos, playback on an
external display is also possible with
the inbuilt microHDMI port. It is also
the lightest and smallest among the
3, weighing a mere 400g.

OUR FINDINGS
Which device you’ll ultimately end up with depends largely on what you want from
a tablet. Apple iPad 2 has the largest App Store on the planet, while the Android
OS gives you lots of room for personalized customization and tinkering.
If size is of a major concern for you, the Playbook would certainly be your cup
of tea with its compact size and feather-light weight. For those who frequently
surf the web, you’ll be pleased to know that both Galaxy Tab 10.1 and Playbook
supports 4G network.
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CAN’T FIND THE LATEST ISSUE OF REV? INSTEAD OF RUSHING
OUT TO FIND A COPY, WHY NOT HAVE IT DELIVERED STRAIGHT TO
THE COMFORTS OF YOUR HOME?

$24

FOR 12 ISSUES

$48

FOR 24 ISSUES

FREE $20 Stamford Tyres Cash Voucher

FREE $40 Stamford Tyres Cash Voucher

Your details (must be completed)

Name ...........................................................................................................
Date of Birth ..................................................
Male
Female
NRIC No ......................................................................................................
Address ........................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................
Telephone Number ......................................................................................
Email Address ..............................................................................................

PAYMENT BY CHEQUE

Please make your payment via cheque in SGD payable to:

BIG BANG MEDIA PTE LTD

Bank ............................................................................................................
Cheque Number ..........................................................................................
Mail this form and your cheque to:
Big Bang Media Pte Ltd
220 Tagore Lane #04-01 Singapore 787600
Terms and conditions: This offer is open to residents of Singapore only. For details on overseas
subscriptions please call +65 6455 8575 Big Bang Media Pte Ltd, the publishers of REV Magazine.

PURE POWER

Porsche 911 Carrera

Slip-On Race System
Titanium, 17 HP plus, 30 Nm plus, 10 kg lighter

Audi TTS
Slip-On System
Titanium, 3 HP plus, 5 Nm plus, 8 kg lighter

ABSOLUTE TORQUE RESOLUTE POWER
Available Models:
Audi S5 / TTS
BMW 335i / M3 / M6 / X5M / X6M
Mini Copper S / Cooper S Cabrio
Mitsubishi EVO X

NISSAN 370Z / GTR R35
Porsche 911 Carrera / S / Cabriolet / 911 GT2
/ GT3 / RS / 911 Turbo / Panamera Turbo
Volkswagen Golf GTI / Mark 6 / Sicrocco R

Coming Soon:
BMW M1
Subaru GRB STI
Lamborghini Gallardo

Works Performances Pte Ltd.

14 Arumugam Road #01-01 Lion Building C S409959 Tel: 6842 4566
Email: workmoto@singnet.com.sg Website: www.works-performances.com
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